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INTRODUCTION
The Directorate of Regulatory Operations has prepared this report
I

on the operations of the Dresden Unit 2 Nuclear Power Plant for
consideration by the Director, Directorate of Licensing in conjunction
with the Commonwealth Edison Company's request for a full-term operating

license.

The report is based on the results of our inspection program

through June 30, 1974, including a review of the licensee's reports; our
evaluation of the operating experience of the plant; the performance of
engineered safeguards; the adequacy of the operating and emergency
procedures; and the competence of the operating organization.

iv

SUMMARY
The Unit 2 of the Dresden Nuclear Power Station has completed 54 months of
power operation and as of June 30, 1974, has generated a total of 14,958,
969 MW hours of electrical energy.
Principal operating problems since initial operation have included the
following:

several instances where feedwater, drywell ventilation, and main

steam isolation valves (MSIV) have exceeded Technical Specification limits,
and instances where MSIV's have failed to close; vacuum breaker inoperability;
diesel generator malfunctions; torus internal surface coating deterioration;
damage to the High Pressure Coolant Injection piping due to a water slug;
da~a~e

to core spray piping supports due to water hammer; numerous motor

operated valve failures due principally to hardware and improper settings;
vessel water level control difficulties; seismic restraints failures; replacement
of the main steam flow restrictors; improper settings of the average power range
monitors; significant number of instrument set point drifts; several uncouplings
of control rod drives; opening of safety valves at settings lower than specified;
electromatic relief valve malfunctions; and operation of an underdesigned
radwaste system including inability to consistently maintain radioactivity in
outside storage tanks within Technical Specification limits;
The management, operating, and engineering support organizations have been
continually changing due primarily to the training requirements i.n an expanding
nuclear commitment.

Matters involving a lack of effective administrative

control have been identified by Regulatory Operations during the operational
phases of this facility.

The licensee has been responsive in correcting
- 1 -

identified deficiencies.

However, timeliness of response and an·apparent

inability to meet connnitments with respect to dates has been evident.
Additionally, repetive noncompliance items have been identified.

RO:III

held management meetings with co.rporate officials in September 1970,
April 1971 and February 1974 to discuss items of noncompliance, staffing,
and other areas of Regulatory concern.

The latter resulted in increased

staffing and support for the facility.

An inspection conducted during

June 1974 determined that additional administrative controls had been initiated
but were not fully implemented.

Regulatory Operations will continue to

monitor plant operations to assure the safety of operations and the compliance
with the operating license and other applicable regulations.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of our inspections of the Dresden Unit 2 facility indicate that
the reactor has been operated safely since initial fuel loading in 1969.
The performance characteristics of the reactor and other systems important
to safety have been generally in accordance with design objectives.

Deviations

from the Technical Specifications and other Regulations are indicated in this
report.

Administrative and procedural changes made to minimize these deviations

were not fully implemented as noted in a June 1974 inspection.

New Regulations

and Regulatory Standards have been promulgated and the license has made commitments
on several items.

We will continue to evaluate the licensee's progress in

these and the following areas during our inspection program.
1.

The quality assurance program for operations.

2.

Facility procedures.

3.

Containment isolation valve reliability.

4.

Standards for filter testing.

5.

Control Rod Drive uncoupling problems.

6.

Handling of Radioactive Waste.

7.

Emergency Planning.

8.

The Physical Security Program.

(Section XI)

(Section X.D.)
(Sections III A.l and III A.3)

(Section III A.6)
(Section IV B.2)

(Sec_tion VI)

(Section VIII A)
(Section XII)
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DISCUSSION
I.

Operating History
The Provisional Operating License No. DPR-19 was issued on December 22,
1969.

Initial critica:lity was achieved on January 7, 1970.

The Unit

was first synchronized to the electrical grid on April 13, 1970.

A

chronology of significant events is given in Table I covering the
period from issuance of license through June 1974.

Reactor trips

and other pertinent operating statisti.cs are summarized below: ·
Summary of Operations Since Operating License Issued

Year

No. of Times
Reactor Critical

No. of Scrams
from Critical

Hours
Critical

Gross MWHe

1970

63

33

3,898.5

1,252,204

197i

29

14.

6,090.7

2,806,520

1972

27

13

5,471.5

3,370,476

1973

18

7

7,952.3

5,139, 771

1974

5

2

3,749.6

2,389,998

142

69

27,162.6

14,958,969

Totals*

*

Through June 30, 1974

Since the issuance of the license through June 30, 1974, Regulatory
Operations has conducted a total of 41 inspections, totaling
288 man-days, at the site and the corporate office reviewing Unit 2
operation.

Since.Units 1 and 3 are also located at the site many

additional inspection days have been devoted to these units.
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II.

Unusual Occurrences
The more significant occurrences associated with operation of
Unit 2 since startup are summarized with the inspection findings
in the appropriate section pertaining to that discipline.

One

event not specifically included in other sections is described
below.
On June 5, 1970, a failure in the turbine control system caused
the bypass valves to open fully.
reactor scram.

The turbine tripped causing a

During the recovery the main steam lines were

partially flooded due to vessel water level control problems.

The

electromatic relief valves were operated to reduce reactor pressure.
The operation caused a pressure surge in the main steam lines
when the relief valve was shut and a safety valve was momentarily
opened.

The water-steam mixture impinged on the manual lifting

levers of two other safety valves and bent the levers so that the
valves remained slightly open and pressurized the drywell.

The

drywell high pressure started the core spray and LPCI pumps, which
were not required and were later secured.

The drywell pressure was

reduced to atmospheric by venting via the standby gas treatment
system.

Radioactivity released was negligible and within license

limits.

The normal cooldown was completed and the drywell was

entered about 12 hours later to assess the damages.

The damage

in the drywell was primarily to the cabling for the nuclear
instrumentation from being overheated, and water impingement damage
of insulation.
- 5 -

.
As a result of this incident, several changes were initiated including
rerouting and use of higher temperature

cabl~ng

for nuclear instrumentation,

redirection of safety valve nozzle discharge, installation of a wide
range dr)'Vlell pressure monitor, and improvements to the administrative
and emergency procedures.
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III. Engineered Safeguards
A.

Containment.
1.

Primary Containment Integrity
Inspection findings show that the integrity of the primary
containment was inttially demonstrated successfully during the
performance of an integrated leak rate test (ILRT) in November 2.7,
1969,

befo~e

the plant became operational.

ILRT was performed on April 27, 1972.

A.second successfui

The licensee conducts

local leak rate tests (LLRT) for the individual containment
penetration and performs any necessary repairs prior to the
performance of ILRT.

Therefore the results of the periodic

ILRT and LLRT are measurements of the primary containment integrity.
Abnormal leakage thru various penetrations, in excess of Technical
Specification limits, has been detected during local leak rate
tests as follows:
a.

During the first refueling outage LLRT performed in May 1971,
6 of 8 MSIV leaked through the valve packing leak-off lines.
The leak-off lines have been isolated since.

Feedwater

check valve 220-58A leaked due to crud under the seat.
seat required relapping.

The

The handle shaft for the personnel

air lock leaked and required repacking.

b.

During LLRT conducted during the February - May 1972 refueling
outage, excessive leakage was measured at the personnel airlock,
four primary containment system air operated isolation valves
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and two feedwa.ter check valves.
leakage path for any one

I

Using the most restrictive

penetrati~n,

the primary contain-

ment leakage exceeded the allowable leakage rate, Lp, by

at least a factor ~f 20.
The feedwater check valves required machining and/or reseating
of the disc ring.

Valve 220-58B was noted to have required

maintenance on two consecutive tests as had the personnel
air lock outer door handwheel stem seal.
Inspection of the rubber seat material removed from two
primary containment valves indicated a fracture mechanism
had cracked the seat into pieces ranging in sizes as small
as one square inch.

The seat material, bonded to the valve

body at the manufacturers, was. easily removed by hand from
the valve body.

Failure appeared to be a combination of

usage, time-temperature deterioration, and poor bonding.
A program for the replacement of the original Buna-N rubber
seat material with "EPT" for the primary containment air
operated butterfly valves was initiated.

The testing

frequency of the 7'"1llves was .increased from once per cycle·
to quarterly.
During tests conducted January 1974, the leakage through
the primary containment isolation purge inlet valves again
exceeded their individual limit, but Lp was not exceeded.

- 8 -
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During July 197A tests, the Lp was exceeded by a factor of
5 and the unit had to be shutdown for valve repairs.

Leakage

through rubber seated butterfly valves and feedwater check

,
I

valves continues to be a recurring problem.

Frequency of

leak testing the rubber seated valves was increased to
quarterly, since the initial fracture mechanism was discovered.
2.

Torus Surface
Inspection findings revealed that during the 1971 outage the
inside surface of the torus had areas which were covered with
small bubbles, large blisters, delaminated paint, and general
pinpoint rust.
a.

The licensee conducted the following repairs:

All areas of pinpoint rust were ground to bare metal and
repainted with Phenoline 368.

b.

All blisters caused by separation of the final coat from the
primer coat were also ground to bare metal and repainted
with Phenoline 368.

c.

All blisters above the water line, greater than 1/4" in
diameter, caused by shearing were removed down to the primer
coat, cleaned, and recoated with Phenoline 368.

d.

All delaminated areas, and blisters on the inboard torus
wall, were shot blasted to remove all separated material.
The perimeter of all delaminated areas, where removal of

- 9 -
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the loose material exposed the edges of coating still in
place, were ground down and sealed with a 4 to 6 inch wide
-;·

strip of Phenoline to prevent water seepage under the

paint.

A few test areas were shot blasted to bare metal

and left exposed.
e.

A perturbation baffle section,

approx~mately

15 ft. long,

was removed from the torus for the Carboline Company to
experiment with, as part of the effort to obtain a solution
to the paint problem.

f.

The reactor electromatic relief valves discharge lines
were extended to the center of the torus and are now
approximately 9ft. below the water level line.

g.

The torus drain flanges were modified.

A two-inch line

was added, with two isolation valves in series, to facilitate
the sampling of torus water during the next operating cycle.
During the 1972 refueling outage the torus was drained and
reinspected.

Above the water line the surface appeared intact

except for periodic seed blisters.

These blisters appeared to

have a deeply rooted 1/16" diameter rust area with paint flaked
around the core.
with small scales.

Surfaces below water level were very rusty
The area below water level was sand blasted

and repainted with an inorganic zinc coating (Carbo Zinc - 11).
A bcllyband of Phenoline 368 was applied at the water line
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overlapping the Carbo Zinc - 11 and the existing paint above
water line.

Inspection of the torus baffles and relief valve

,
I

discharge line anchorages revealed 120 loose bolts, 1 missing
bolt, 3 with threads stripped, and 1 broken bolt.

For the

loose bolts, paint was found on the threads on both sides of the
nut, indicating they had not been tightened on the original

installation.

The few cases of stripped threads, the broken

bolt, and the missing bolt were also attributed to faulty
installation.

These findings seem to be consistent with the

licensee's conclusion that there is no baffle damage due to
vibration or corrosion.

Each of the two U bolts on the five

relief valves were securely anchored to the baffles.

The bracing

anchoring the lines to the torus wall had been replaced with a
stronger anchor connected to a new 8" I beam.

The relief valve

lines were previously extended and fitted with a diffuser
end during the April 1971 refueling outage.
The next inspection is to be performed during the third refueling
outage scheduled for November 1974.

At this time all baffle

plates are scheduled to be· removed.
3.

Torus Vacuum Relief Valves
The torus vacuum relief valves have occasionally stuck during
testing.

The basic cause of the problem is a teflon bushing which

seizes on the valve shaft.
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The binding is not severe enough to

interfere with the relief function of the valve.

However, the

binding prevents the valve from swingin& completely shut-by
/ itself and could result in some bypassing of the normal drywell
to torus path.

A change from 10 mil to 20 mil clearance between

bushing and shaft temporarily reduced the problem somewhat.
Pending a permanent fix, the licensee is making a weekly torque
check of. every valve for both units.

The weekly check detects

sticky valves, monitors their condition pending final repair,
assures that the valves will actuate properly, and assures that
all valves are resting in the close position.
Special Report #23 dated April 23, 1973, stated that the maximum
allowable bypass area between the drywell and torus was about
2

0.3ft •

From Figure 9 of the report this area is equivalent to

a valve rotation of approximately 0.5° per valve.

The report

also indicated that limit switches to permit instant detection
of any vacuum breaker opening in excess of the allowable limit
(0.5°) would be installed.
Special Report #23A dated August 1, 1973, committed the· licensee
to install and te'st these position switches by August 31, 1973.
During our inspections it was noted that system installation
was not completed until September 25, 1973, and the test not
performed until October 8, 1973.

The test procedure and' approved

results only ensured that the switches actuated the system
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position lights and alarms.

An inspection of valves 1601-32E

and 32D showed that the switches had not been set to perform
their primary function,. the instant detection of an opening in
excess of the allowable limit.

For example valve

1601~32E

to rotate approximately 10° before the switch actuated.

had

This is

equivalent to a disc opening of approximately 2" all the way

a:-:·~:-.::

the valve or approximately 32 times the allowable limit per \'al\·e.
It also means. that one single valve would be allowed a bypass area
2
approximately 3 times the total maximum allowable of 0.3ft .

Following our findings the license modified the position indicating
system.

Our inspection revealed that although greatly improved

the reliability of the existing system is questionable.
inspection of six unit 2/3 valves was performed.
(a)

An

It was found that:

One switch did not come in contact with the actuating arm
when the valve was fully closed.

(b)

The counter weight arm on two valves could be moved ·v-·S to 10°
without moving _the valve shaft.

This meant that the valve

could move in excess of the limit without tripping the indicatin;
lights.
(c)

While the modification package indicated that all valves
would indicate open if the arms moved 3/64" during the post
modification testing, the inspector noted that the movement
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was very .dependant on how the valve was closed, slowly, or
· by its own from a position,..., 20° open.

The difference could

change the gap by as much as 1/8".
The licensee planned additional adjustments.

RO:III will

reinspect this matter during December 1974.
The Unit 2 vacuum breakers will be inspected during the next
refueling outage as a result of Unit 3 experience.

The

Unit 3 vacuum breakers were modified during 1973 because,
due to corrosion in .the disc-to-disc arm joint, the disc was
unable to align itself with the seat.

During the disassembly

of the disc-to-arm assembly the aluminum shaft failed at
the base of the threaded area.

The licensee dye checked the

remaining 11 discs and. found cracks in two other discs in
the disc-to-disc hub region.
three other cases.

Severe porosity was found in

The modification included new stainless

steel shafts.
4~

Primary Contairnhent Oxygen Concentration
·Inspection findings show that·the lii;::ensee has been able to maintain
the

o2

level in the primary containment within the limits specified

in the Technical Specifications.
With respect to surveillance requirement 4.7.A.2.h (1) the licensee
records the inerting system make up requirements and performs a
;

gross review of the daily makeup tank level plus flow into the
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primary containment.

The licensee has not determined the sensitivity

of their systew to all the varibles involved

~uch

as changes in

(containment temperature or barometic pressure in order to place a
quantitative definition of what constitutes "gross leakage."
5.

Secondary Containment
Inspection findings show that with exception of three times when
containment integrity was violated the licensee has been able to
maintain secondary containment within the requirements of the
Technical Specifications and the SAR.

6.

Standby Gas Treatment System
Inspection findings show that (a) early failures of the standby
gas treatment system discharge damper motor were due to problems
with the motor end bells and bent motor shaft.
replaced the problem disappeared.

Once the motor was

(b) The removal efficiency test

of the particulate filter is performed using an aerosol generator
which generates particulates with a nominal size of 0.72 micron.
,_,

:.C-'.rhe Technical Specifications require an efficiency~ 99 percent for
particulates larger than 0.3 micron.

The licensee agreed in early

1973 to amend their Technical Specifications to conform to the
capabilities of the best commercially available, portable DOP
generator.

As of June 1974 the licensee had not complied with

their commitment.

(c) The removal efficiency of the charcoal

filters was measured by injecting Freon 112 and measuring the
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concentration upstream and downstream of the filter.

In early

1973, the inspector informed the licensee that the Freon 112

'

test is a leak test and not a test of the efficiency of the beds
for the removal of iodine as stated in paragraph 4.7.B.l.b(2) of
the Technical Specifications.

The licensee stated that a

Technical Specification amendment would be submitted to clarify
the apparent discrepancy in the iodine removal efficiency and the
Freon 112 tests discussed in the Technical Specifications.

The

licensee was referred to Oak Ridge National Laboratory publication
ORNL-NSIC-25, "Air Cleaning as an Engineered Safety Feature in
Light Water-Cooled Power Reactors," for more information.
During a 1974 inspection it was noted that the 24 charcoal filters
in use consisted of four separate batch or lot numbers and date
from September 4, 1969 to July 15, 1970.

The charcoal samples in

each train do not experience the same service conditions as the
adsorber filter, as they jus.t hang in mid-air.

The licensee was

informed of this deficiency and the fact that no attempt had been
made to determine the efficiency of the adsorber sections since
our February 1973 inspection.

On June 25, the licensee informed

RO that charcoal samples had been analyzed for methyl iodine
adsorption efficiency with the results that train A was
efficient and train B ,..,,·99%.
immediately replaced.
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A/

78%

Ali filters in train "A" were

From these and other deficiencies noted regarding the demisters
installation, rough filter installation, system valving and
' testing of final HEPA filter with incorrect line orifice it is
apparent that the licensee's performance in the testing and
:

maintenance of this system has not been satisfactory.

The

licensee reports these matters have since been corrected.

RO: I.II

will confirm corrective action by December 1974.
7.

MSIV's
Inspection findings show that throughout 1970 and early 1971.
several failures of the main steam isolation valves to close
occurred due to problems with the operation of the pneumatic
pilot valves.

In an effort to solve the problem the licensee

reduced the ambient temperature of the valves and increased the
clearance between the pilot valve sleeve and the spool.

As

failures continued to occur it was apparent that temperature was
not the only cause of the valve problems.

Inspection of the MSIV

air pilot valves revealed a thin film of residue which left a
gray spot when wiped with a clean cloth.
noted at the air pilot valve inlet.

An oily residue was also

Following disassembly. the

air piping was flushed with acetone and nitrogen and a temporary
nitrogen supply system was installed as the primary· gas on.
inboard and outboard MSIV's on January 31, 1971.
air was retained as a backup supply.

Instrument

During the first refueling

outage in the Spring of 1971 a permanent change in the instrument
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air system was performed.

It consisted of a drywell pneumatic

supply system which uses two oilless air compressors supplied
,
I

from the drywell atmosphere, backed up by the N inerting system;
2
and an oil free compressor for the outside plant instrument
air system.

All air lines were cleaned with freon cleaning

agent prior to restart in May 1971.

Since then both systems

have proven inadequate to supply the plant requirements and have
required increase in installed capacity by a factor of,...., 3.
Service air automatically backs up the outside instrument air
system.

Minor problems with the operation of the drywell air

compressors continue to occur, associated mainly with overheating
and head gasket blowing requiring frequent maintenance
(A/every other month).
Since the installation of the new air systems no failures of the
MSIV's to close have been experienced, but occasional difficulties
during surveillance testing are experienced.
valve

~losure

during the partial closure test.

These involve full
This matter is

considered to be an operational inco?venience.

8.

Violations Identified
Violations to the Technical Specifications concerning Primary
and Secondary Containment systems are listed in Section IX,
Paragraphs A.9, A.11, A.13, B.5, B.19, C.2, D.4, D.11, D.23,

D.26, D.29, E.l, E.3, E.4, and E.5.
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.
'

B.

Emergency Electric Power System

... :.

_

.,,.

1.

Emergency Diesel Generators
Inspection findings show that several failures have occurred
with the. operation of Unit 2 diesel generators.

Although some

of the conditions would have been bypassed had an emergency auto- .
_start signal required the system to be operable, most would
have rendered a portion of the emergency power source unavailable in case of ari emergency.

Th~ probl~ms e~p~tien~ed

are

described below:

a.

Failure to Start
An.accidental trip of transformer 22 on January 1970, occurred
while it was supplying the entire Unit 2 auxilary load.

Diesel

generator No. 2 started automatically but No. 2/3 did not
start because the auto start fuses had been left in the "off"
position.

Procedural changes were made.

Diesel generator No •. 2 failed· to ·start on November 1970
because of a buildup of crud and rust ~e~~~th th~ seat of
. the starting air motor starter. pinion g·ears to the diesel
bull gear.

Periodic blowdown of the ait receivers and

observation for indication of rust or crud was intitiated
by the licensee.

The No. 2 diesel

genera~or

failed

t'o."~tart:-ori

,.....-

~--

:;

April- ·1971

.. :"·

due to a piece of ·wei<l'·'~:f~:g--,~'1'.1:~:4.k.ir:ig· dp:eh a· check valve.
..

•.:;······

·.· ....:.:·-:
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The blockage of the check valve allowed air from the
starting air accumulators to operate the main supply
_.valve, therefore, starting the air motors before they
(

could engage the diesel ring gear.

The licensee proceeded to disassemble and clean the air
lines, valves, and strainers of each diesel generator
starting system.
found.

No additional foreign material was

Because the piece of weld slag was too large to

pass through the strainer screen, the licensee feels it
must have been in the starting air lines since the completion of plant construction.

During surveillance testing on March 1972, diesel generator No. 2 failed to start because one of the two air
motors did not fully engage the ring gear.

Maintenance

personnel started the diesel locally and was followed by
a normal remote start.

The lower air motor was replaced.

Inspection of the air motor revealed a worn bearing but
was not_ believed by the licensee to have been the cause
for failure to start.

During surveillance testing on March 1974, the diesel
generator No. 2 failed to start.
successful.

A second attempt proved

An investigation was performed by the licensee

and no reason was found for the start failure.
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b.

Failure to Start After Trip
During September 1972 diesel generator no. 2/3 auto start-

led when emergency power bus 33-1 deenergized.

During an

attempt to restore normal engine protective devices the
shutdown sequence of the engine took precedence over the
existing auto start signal and shutdown the engine.

The

investigation determined that a design condition existed
on all 3 diesels starting circuitry so that the slow
response of a time delay relay allowed the engine shutdown
sequence to take precedence.

Replacing the relay with one

with faster drop out time temporarily eliminated the problem.

A permanant

~odification

to the starting circuits

was developed and was completed on November 1973.

The "relay

race" which existed in the original design has been eliminated by preventing ESR relay drop out until the unit is
200 rpm.

Another improvement has been interlocking of the

air supply to air motors with the SF relay.

This prevents

actuation of automatic restart following the engine failure,
thus preventing bleed-down of the air accumulators to atmosphere.

In addition, a new three contact switch has been

installed which will prevent auto start when maintenance
is being performed on the unit and control has been transferred to the local station

c.

Trips after Start
Diesel generator No. 2/3 tkipped out on March 1970 during
surveillance testing due to high engine temperature because
- 21 -

the 2C circulating water bay from which cooling water
is normally drawn had been de-watered for maintenance.
; Procedural changes were made.

Diesel generator No. 2 was manually started on July 1972,
due to threatening storm conditions.

The voltage regulator

subsequently shut down and the diesel cooling water pump
was found tripped.

Investigation determined a loose term-

inal was loose possibly from vibration.

The condition was

corrected, the diesel generator tested successfully the
same day,

The condition was confirmed not to exist on the

other two diesel generators.

On May 1973, incorrect valve line up of cooling water to
diesel generators No's. 3 and 2/3 caused both units to
trip on high temperature during surveillance testing.

The

incorrect valve lineup was traced to a poor procedure and
lack of verification or testing to ensure proper valve
lineup.

On March 1974, diesel generator No. 2 tripped due to a
differential fault caused by an intermittent open on the
"B" phase of the generator output.

The open circuit was

caused by a design !ailure which allowed improper alignment of the fuse clips when the fuse clip holder door was
closed,

A modification was made to ensure the door is

secured evenly when closed.
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d.

Failure to Buildup Voltage
Diesel generator No. 2/3 failed to buildup voltage
'on March 1971 due to an improperly set speed control.
The event was caused by personnel error in not following written procedure.

e.

Failure to Pickup Load

On May 1974, diesel generator No. 2/3 became unstable and
in addition would not accept ov~r 2,000 kw, following
auto start.

The investigation revealed the inability

to pickup load was caused by a loose butt connection in
the governor raise circuitry.

The instability was .caused

by a partially plugged fuel oil filter.

Two filters

exist, each to be used for approximately six months, but
filter switch did not take place because the inspection
procedure did not call for it.

Procedural changes were

made.

2.

Continuous Power Systems
A phase reversal of the backup supply to MCC 29-7}28-7 was
found on April 1971 as discussed in Section IV.C.6.

The

LPCI would have been inoperable if a power transfer had occurred at any time prior to the finding.

On March 1972, during maintenance overhaul of the electrical
breaker on the transformer side of Unit 2 electrical Bus 28,
contacts in the breaker cubicle were activated which simulated
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trip logic to a second breaker temporarily supplying
power to Bus 28.

Loss of Bus 28 resulted and rendered

( the fallowing sub sys terns inoperable:

"A" standby gas

treatment, 2A standby liquid control pumps, and the 2A
core spray.

Procedural changes and caution signs within

the transformer 28 and 29 high side breakers were completed
to prevent recurrence.

No other failures of AC or DC power supply systems have
occurred.

3.

Violations Identified
V~olations

to the Technical Specifications concerning emer-

gency electric power systems, both AC and DC, are listed in
Section IX, paragraphs A.3, A.5, D.3, D.24 and D.27.
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C.

Emergency Core Cooling System
Inspection findings show that although the ECCS has operated
as designed when an initiating signal has called for its
operation, the individual subsystems have experienced numerous
individual malfunctions.
the last
1.

4~

The malfunctions experienced during

years include:

Damage to the HPCI System Steam Piping by Water Hammer
Following a maintenance outage a section of HPCI steam piping was damaged by a water hammer.

The hammer was caused by

a water slug which had formed between valves 2301-4 and 5.
The damaged section was limited to the portion, outside the
drywell, downstream of the outer isolation valve.

Measurements

performed by the licensee indicated pipe movement in the range
of 5 to 9 inches.

Twenty-one hangers which deflected were re-

set and seventeen damaged hangers were replaced.

One 10 ft.

section of dented pipe, including an elbow, was replaced.
Extensive NDT examinations were performed including PT and RT
of all pipe joints from the second isolation valve (2301-5) to
to the turbine isolation valve.

An interlock was installed to

prevent the formation of a water slug.

The interlock will

automatically close valve 2301-4 whenever valve 2301-5 is
..

·:

:..

closed and wilLprevent reopening

:·.·

open.

o~

2301-4 until 2301-5 is

HPCI initiation relays ove~ride the interlock and wiil

open 2301-4 independent of the position of 2301-5.

2.

Inoperable Testable Check Valves
The supplied air operators for the testable check valves in the
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HPCI, LPCI and core spray subsystem were incapable of cycling
the valves even when there was no differential pressure across
the check valves.

During the Spring 1971 refueling outage new

I

operators were installed capable of operating the check valves
as long as the reactor is depressurized.

Since then the

licensee has not reported any failures during its surveillance
testing.

~.

Mechanical Failure of Flow Switches
Inspection of the PEECO vane type flow switches in the HPCI
cooling water piping and shutdown cooling system, determined
that the flow vanes had failed.

Efforts to recover the failed

switches were partially successful and inspection of similar
switches in other systems were performed as shown below:
No. of
Unit 2
System
Switches
HPCI

1

Paddle and 2 - 1/2" x 3/16" consists of three 0.025" stainless laminations bound with
2 straps of 3/8" x 0.0125"
which are spot welded

Shutdown Cooling

3

All failed where paddle
enters switch body.
Paddles are stainless
cylindrical in shape.
All parts recovered
except one 9 3/8" long
x 3/4" diameter segment.

Recirculation

6

All intact; peened screws

Cleanup

3

All intact; peened screws

Standby Liquid

1

Intact; peened screws

A program of switch replacement was initiated.
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4.

Damage to Core Spray Piping Supports Due to Water Hammer
The licensee found during building surveillance on March 1971 _
that the anchors of two seismic pipe supports were pulled
I

from the concrete on the 12" "A" loop core spray piping.
inspector verified the licensee's findings.

The

The two supports

were located in horizontal runs near changes in pipe direction.
The normal pipe suspension hangers appeared intact.

Exact date

of the failure was not known since the core spray system was
being tested daily.

The system is believed to have leaked water

back to the torus through a check valve creating a void,.

When

the pump started, a water slug was accelerated through the pipe
causing the damage.

An operating procedure for valving out the core spray fill system
had been approved on December 4, 1970.

Prior to this time, the

ECCS discharge line fill system, supplied by the condensate transfer pumps, apparently actuated the auto depressurization permissive
switches and defeated the interlock.

Operation with the ECCS

interlock switches actuated defeated their installed purpose
and was in noncompliance with the Technical Specifications,

S&L

stress analyst later reported the stresses on the anchors could
have been ten times the design based on preliminary calculations.
The system is designed to operate full of water.

The repai,r

consisted of anchoring the restraints to the concrete with
3/4" bolts against Williams Rockbolts 12" deep.

The ceiling

mounted restraints had one of its legs welded to an embedded plate,
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I

The "A" loop discharge line was liquid penetrant tested from
the pump to elevation 5l7'.
detected.

No unacceptable defects were

A jockey pump to fill the core ~pray and LPCI

subsystems was installed.

The pump has an output of 75 gpm @150

ft. head.

5.

Indications in Sensitized Core Spray Nozzle
The licensee was found to have detected by liquid penetrant
testing, four linear indications in the 10" sensitized safe
end of nozzle 19A.

Ult.rasonic testing of the nozzle did not

detect the defect.

The major indication, generally axially

orientated, was -ground to a depth of 0. 324" in 30 mil or less
increments of the 0.610" pipe wall and a satisfactory liquid
penetrant test completed upon completion.

The minimum accept-

able wall thickness for a nozzle 19A which has a measurable
wall thickness of 0.600 to 0.610 inches was reported to be 0.637
inches.

Weld repair had been completed.on March 31, 1971.

Approved welding and repair procedures were utilized.

The licensee informed the inspector that a linear indication
found in the safe end to pipe weld of nozzle 19A during December
1970 had been penetrant tested during the current outage
out detecting a linear indication.
found, but was acceptable.

wi~h-

A grind mark was reported

Linear indications are unacceptable

according to Section III of the B&PV Code.
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6.

Inoperable LPCI Subsystem Caused by Backup Power Supply Failure
·The LPCI subsystem was inoperable for approximately twenty
minutes following a generator trip-loss of off site power
startup test performed on February 26, 1971.

A failed 125 volt

d.c. control fuse to an electrical breaker prevented electrical
load from being picked up from Bus 28.

The LPCI was not called

upon to operate during this interval.

The following sequence of

event occurred.
a.

The normally closed circuit breakers (two in series) from
Bus 29 to MCC's 29-7 and 28-7 opened because of low voltage.

b.

The normally open breakers (two in series) from Bus 28 to
MCC's 29-7 and 28-7 attempted to close.

One breaker failed

to close because of a blown 125 volt d.c. control fuse .
. Visual control panel checks prior to the test indicated
control power was normal.
c.

Manual attempt to close the breaker from the control room
was unsuccessful.

d.

The :undervoltage relay on Bus 29 was reset. to reesta:PlJ:sh.:_. ·
normal· feed from Bus 29 to MCC's 29-7 and 28-7 after ab-d-ut;
twenty minutes.

e.

The 125 volt d.c. failed fuse was replaced within an hour
of the event.

Loss of MCC's 28-7 and 29-7 made the LPCI vessel injection inoperable through valves 21A and 21B.

The licensee stated origin-

ally MCC 28-7 and 29-7 were separated, but were later linked
during the licensing review because of LPCI logic selection of
- 29 r~·1
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the intact piping loop and selective failure of the diesel
generators.

Retest and investigation of the circuitry during-

March 1971, determined that:
I'

a.

Low voltage time delay for the breaker to disconnect from
Bus 29 was erroneously set at 1.5 seconds instead of 15
seconds.

b.

Permissive relay for above time delay was burned out.

A

resistor was reported improperly installed.
Corrections were made as required and the circuit successfully
retested.

7.

Inadequate Support - Suction Ring Header

The licensee initiated an inspection of the ECCS suction header support following the failure experienced at another facility.
Hanger assemblies were found to be as specified by design, and
generally in good condition.

There was no bolt damage, but some

of the load was bearing on the threaded portion of the bolts.
Hanger straps were in good condition, but four (out of 14)
were not loaded.

Some of the bolt holes had been drilled, some

had been flame cut.

As an interim corrective measure bolts were

replaced with new certified, high strength bolts having a clear
unthreaded shank for load bearing.

Replacement bolts were the

same size (3/4") as the original installation.

Seismic restraints

(snubbers) which had been found extended beyond their normal
range were adjusted to their prQper position.
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The final measures

consisted of replacing the 3/4" bolts with one inch diameter
bolts with approximately 1 9/16" smooth shank.
~"

New straps

thick by 3" wide were custom made for each support

a~ter

the 1 header had been hydraulically lifted to more equally distribute the load.

All existing holes were reamed to one inch

and all new holes were drilled.

8.

All bolts were double nutted.

LPCI Loop Select Logic Failures
Failures of the loop select logic circuitry have been experienced
as follows:
a.

During surveillance testing on April 7, 1972, of the low
pressure coolant inspection logic, one of the redundant
normally open LPCI injection valves, 21A, was found inoperable to close automatically if called upon.

The valve

was found to be operable remotely from the control room.

The

difficulty was traced to a loose terminal which had the
fastening screw missing.
b.

On February 20, 1973, a Barton AP switch failure on the LPCI
loop select circuitry was experienced.

The failure was caused

by a loose screw on the micro switch actuating arm.
c.

On June 18, 1973, a LPCI logic relay was found to be blocked
open by its cover plate which had been installed upside down.

In each case the licensee took prompt corrective measures to
bring the system to proper operating condition.
9.

LPCI Pump Start Failure
During routine surveillance tests conducted on March 1972, one of
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the four LPCI pumps failed to start.
in progress.
normal.

Refueling operations were

The electrical breaker was inspected and appeared

After racking the breaker back in service, the pump

operated normally.

Intermittent contact of the auxiliary con-

tacts along side the breaker was suspected.

Even though no

deficiencies were noted, the electrical breaker was overhauled
during the outage.
10. Valve Failure
Motor operated valve failures have been one of the most common
abnormal occurrences at the station.

The causes are numerous and

include bent stems, torque switch setting, thermal overload and
magnetic trip settings, breaker auxiliary contacts failure, broken
limit switches, improper operator design or manufacture, etc.

A

description of most failures follows:
a.

Operator Jam Nut Loosening
Incomplete valve travel problems were initially suspected to
be caused by limit switch drifting.

Further investigation

revealed that because the jam nut had not been properly staked
at the factory, it was slowly rotating loose during normal
valve operation.

This, in turn, increased the number of rev-

olutions required by the drive worm gear to maintain the.same
valve stem travel.

Since the limit switches actually control

the number of revolutions made by the drive worm gear, the net
effect was a shorter (incomplete) valve stem travel.

An

inspection of all limitorque operators conducted by the licensee
showed that at least 17 jam nuts were loose.
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The final

solution was to lock the jam ·nuts to the drive sleeve with
set screws.

b.

Jam Nut Thread Sheaving

On March 1971, the operator jam nut of LPCI valves 1501-21A

:

and B "popped out" breaking the casing top cover plate.

The

two valve.s are operated by 50 hp motors, thus experiencing the
highest torque and thru~t forces of all valves at the station.
As a result of an investigation of the problem, by the operator
manufacturer, the following modifications were required:
(1) A longer jam nut was provided with ACME threads instead of

the conventional machine threads to provide increased
bearing surfaces.
(2) A new stem nut was required due to the increase in jam nut
size.
(3) A new drive sleeve with ACME threads was installed to accmodate item 1.
(4) The licensee increased the valve stroking time to approximately
20 seconds.
c.

Worm Gear Problem
Following valve 1501-19B operator failure reported by

th~

licensee

on April 1972, a program was initiated to replace 10 valve
operators of the same model.

Inv~stigation

by the manufacturer

determined that the initial 10 valves inspected did not have the
correct polish on the worm gear.

Depending on the gear ratio,

the worm was found to be wurn 80 percent for a 68:1 (valve
1501-19) ratio, 30 percent for 50:1 (valve 1501:13) and none
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detected for 18:1 (valve 1301-10) ratio.

Approximately 150

valves from Units 2/3 returned to the manufacturer on a
;rotational basis for inspection and correction as required.
Where valve closure is not critical the 68:1 gear ratio was
changed to 50:1.

r

'

d.

Disc Guide Clearance
Following HPCI surveillance test on May 1971, HPCI steam supply
valve 2301-3 would not close completely because of binding.
Investigation revealed a ga·11ed valve disc and guide and a bent
stem.

The licensee concluded that the guide clearance'at operating

temperatures was insufficient and led to the other damaged
. .. parts .
Guide clearance was increased.
e.

Limit Switch Failures
On March 1971 the core spray discharge valve 1402-24B was found
inoperable in the closed position.

Investigation revealed that

a stack of limit switches had. broken off preventing valve
operation electrically.

The valve was opened manually in order

to ensure core spray operation, if needed, during core alteration.
The switch stack was replaced and the valve operated satisfactorily.

A review of the maintenance records revealed that during

February 1971 a similar failure occurred to the same valve.

The

licensee had no explanation for the failure of these switches,
although it suspects that excessive water hammer vibration may
have caused both.

Valve 1402-24A which had experienced the most

severe water hammer was inspected.
to be in perfect condition.
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Its limit switches

we~e

found

f.

Limitorque Motor Burnout
On March 1971 the motor for the LPCI valve 1501-22B burned out

.. and had to be replaced with another motor from Unit 3.

The

I

cause of the failure, according to the licensee, was probably
due to a defective motor.

On April, a second motor burned

out (LPCI valve 1501-22A).

The investigation showed that

both failures were related and had been caused by a phase
reversal of the power source.

With the valves operating in a

direction opposite than called for, the limit switches for the
direction in which the valve was moving were out of the protection
circuitry.

At the completion of its travel, the motor remaineq

energized until it burned out.
g.

Motor Operated Valve Breaker Problems
During 1971 the licensee reported to DL that a review of all
limitorque valve breakers had revealed eight considered to be
marginally sized.

The eight breakers were part of the standby

gas treatment system.
breakers.

No problems were reported with ECCS valve

However, several instances of ECCS motor operated

valve breaker trips have continued to occurred.

A review of

the events showed that some of the breaker magnetic trip settings may not have been properly set during initial plant startup.
The licensee has completed a tabulation of all the breakers used
in A.C. operated valves for ECCS systems, which identif:ies the
breaker's size and as found trip settings.

The licensee's

Electrical Engineering Department then developed a list ..of
recommended settings based on motor maximum torque output.
The licensee has stated that the actual settings will be Ghanged
- 35 F ,._.... ]
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to comply with the Engineering Department's recommendation.

;As part of the overall study of valve problems and since the
licensee has experienced troubles with overloads settings, a
tabulation of all ECCS valves existing thermal overload relays
and heaters, by model number, was prepared by station personnel.
The tabul.ation was forwarded to the Electrical Engineering
Department.

The Department issued a list of recommended

overload relay and heater changes for both units.

In general

the present overload protection for ECCS valves exhibits a
wide range of locked rotor tripping times, from 2-4 seconds
to 35-60 seconds.

The Department recommended an optimum

tripping time in the range of 5 to 10 seconds.

The licensee

is proceeding with a modification to change overload heaters
as recommended by the Electrical Engineering Department.

The

inspector reviewed the list of existing versus recommended overload relays and heaters and translated the number into current
values.

A translation of the GE heaters revealed that:

(1) of 33 valves in each unit 27 were to get new heaters of
lower rating while 6 were to be increased.
(2) of the 27 to be lowered 23 were to be lowered approximately
5-10%, two by approximately 15% and two by approximately
50%.
(3) of the 6 to be increased, four were by auproximatelv 10%
•

-

J

and two by approximately 20%.
(4) no pattern appears to exist between recent (1973) valve
failures and heater changes.
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While some of the valves which

have experienced breaker problems are to get heaters
of higher rating an approximately equal number are to
/

~

get heaters of lower rating.

The inspector was unable to perform a similar review of valves
supplied with Cutler-Hanuner thermal overload protection.

An

inspection to verify that the licensee has completed the above
described actions is scheduled for late 1974.

In addition to the thermal overload and magnetic trip setting
problems a few failures have been experienced with the CutlerHammer d.c. breakers auxiliary interlock relays.

As a result

the licensee and breaker manufacturer performed an inspection
of all d.c. breakers during October 1973.
was discovered.

No generic problem

Recently (8/7/74) another d.c. breaker con-

tactor problem was experienced with a HPCI valve.

No cause

could be associated with the problem.

One case of component misapplication was experienced on December 1,
1972 when HPCI valve 2301-4 failed to reopen after being closed.
Investigation determined a 125 ·-vd.c. coil had failed because
it.had been installed in a 250 vd.c. circuit.

The interlock

circuit was installed as a modification in October 1970.

Review

of the circuitry by the inspector confirmed that the coil failure
would not have prevented the valve from opening automatically
if called upon.

The coils were replaced with 250 vd.c.

coils.
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h.

Torque Switches
Several failures of motor operated valves have occurred which
can be attributed to failure of or improper setting of the
I

torque switch in the valve operator.

During a June 1973 in-

spection it was found that until about April 1973 the licensee
did not have a way to correlate the torque switch settings with
the torque in ft-lbs required to open and close the valve.

At

that time they obtained the charts from the limitorque manufacturer for the different types of torque switches in use
(different springs).

From the charts and the Bill of Material

for each valve the licensee is now able to determine if the
torque being applied is what the manufacturer recommended.

While reviewing the charts and data available, the inspector
noted that:
(1) Some operators appeared to be supplied with torque switches
which can demand greater torque than the motor can supply.
Therefore, the possibility of making a setting which could
cause the motor to burn up exists.

For example, the

SMB/HMB-3 operator can only supply a maximum of 1200 ft-lbs
while its torque switch could be set to de-energize at
2,000 ft-lbs.
(2) The licensee did not know what the switch settings were for
the motor' operated valves in use at the site.

A member of

the technical staff indicated a work order was in existance
to record the values of_ all torque switch settings so that
a comparison with the recommended settings could be made.
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(3) The licensee had no method, administrative or otherwise,
to control changes made to the torque switch settings of
,

I

valves in safety systems.

Since such settings affect the

torque applied to the valve they have the same effect as
if the motor was being replaced with a different size,
the latter being subject to the "Modification Approval"
requirements of Commonwealth Edison Company's QA Manual.
The licensee indicated that the matter would be reviewed.

During an October 1973 inspection it was noted that while valve
problems continued to be experienced, progress in the area of
torque switches was being made as noted below:
(1) the program was initiated, informally, during the Spring of
1973 after approximately· 3 years of continuing motor operated
valve problems.
(2) as of October 11, 1973, actual switch settings for only
approximately 2/3 of Unit 2 ECCS valves had been obtained.
(3) switch settings for all 57 Unit 3 ECCS valves had been recorded.
(4) containment isolation valves not related to ECCS systems, for
both units was yet to be investigated.
(5) licensee had not yet evaluated the data obtained and had
not established a definite program to correct the as found
settings, as required, within a specified period of time.

A review of the data obtained showed that:
(1) approximately 80% of the existing torque switch settings
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were below manufacturer's recommendations.
(2) approximately 4% were set higher than the manufacturer's
·'

I

recommendation.
(3) while the manufacturer recommends that the opening setting
be higher than the closing settings of the 96 valves checked
5 were set opposite to the recommendations.
A reinspection of the valve program will be performed late
during 1974 by RO III.

i.

Valve Position 'Feedback Problems
The licensee has experienced several failures with the Unit 2
LPCI containment cooling heat exchanger service water outlet
valve 1501-3A.

It should be noted that the problems have always

occurred on the same valve, that no problems have ever been
experienced with the three other

ide~tical

valves at the station.

The problem centers on the wiper wire of the gear-driven feedback potentiometer moving away from the wiper ring.

The valve

experienced gear ratio problems during the initial plant startup
program.

Investigation revealed that when a strain was placed

on the potentiometer gear drive assembly, the beveled gears
separated to a point in which they coµld easily jump teeth
during operation.

The corrective action consisted of installing

washers on the beveled gear shaft to prevent the gears from
coming out of mesh.

The chain tension on the sprocket, which

drives the local valve position indicator, was loosened to
relieve some pressure on the beveled gears.

No further problems

have been experienced sine~ this corrective action was taken.
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11. Violations Identified
Violations to the Technical Specifications concerning ECCS
subsystems are listed in Section IX, Paragraphs A.2,

B.11, B.15, D.6, D.25, D.28, and E.7.
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A~8,

B.l,

D.

Water Level Control
Control of reactor water

level~

specially during unit startup or following

a severe transient has been difficult.

Transfer from the low flow valve

to the normal control valve during early startups caused a few IRM
high flux scrams due to the rapid increase in the rate of cold f eedwater
injection.

Changes made in the operating procedures appear to have

solved this problemo

Occasionally water has overflowed into the main

steani lines following reactor scramo
Occu~rences).

(Refer to Section II, Unusual

The system was modified in accordance with Special Report

#19, Revision 1, dated April 18, 1973.

Two of the modifications consisted

of an automatic leve+ control reduction to 15" (from 30") during a
scram to reduce the error signal and minimize overshoot during level
recovery, and an auto feedwater pump trip at a level of 55 inches.
Since these modifications were. completed no further difficulties have
been experienced.
E.

Seismic Restraints
As a result of RO Bulletin No.

73~3,

the licensee conducted an inspection

of all seismic restraints at the Dresden Station, with special emphasis
on

th~se

manufactured by Bergen-Patterson, during early August 1973.

Unit 2 has forty-three Bergen-Patterson snubbers on safety related systems
qf which 31 are inside the drywell.

During the inspection 28 of the 31

snubbers inside the drywell were found inoperable due to loss of fluid
resulting from seal failures.
locat~d

Thermocouples attached to four snubbers

inside the drywell (second level) showed the units to be

experiencing temperatures in the range of 188 to 193°F.
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Since the initial inspection in August 1973, the licensee has performed
periodic inspections in accordance with DL letter dated October 1, 1973,
and has continued to experience some seal failures.

The problem has

been identified as seal material incompatability with the silicone fluid
used and also the environment it is being subjected to, specifically
the high temperature.

New seals of ethylene-propylene are being used

to replace the original untreated polyurethane seals.

The replacement

program is expected to be completed during the forthcoming refueling
outage.

It should be noted that ethylene-propylene seals may not be

the final answer, as recently the licensee has started reporting failures
of snubbers fitted with such seals.
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F.

Main Steam Flow Restrictors
Reactor operation was terminated from September 7-21, 1972, to
inv~stigate a flow restriction in "B" main steam line.

Radiographs

of the main steam line flow restrictors revealed that the

"~"

line flow restrictor had failed internally at the weld securing
the downstream cone.

Radiographs also confirmed that the missing

cone was intact and lodged immediately upsteam of the inboard
main steam isolation valve.

In this design, unique to Unit 2, a flow

restrictor is installed in each of the four steam lines to limit
steam flow to 175 percent of rated in the event of line rupture and
to provide flow monitoring.

The main steam isolation valves were

confirmed to be operable during reactor operation following the
observed flow decrease in "B" steam line.

Temporary repairs were

performed which pinned the remaining three flow restrictor cones in
place.

Operation was resumed with "B" steam line isolated.

The

flow restrictors were subsequently replaced with those of a different
design in November of 1972.

Replacement flow restrictors have

performed satisfactorily.
G.

Jet Pump Riser Vibration
During the startup test

pro~ram,

it was determined that transient

operation of the recirculation pump produced vibrations above the
criteria for normal, steady state conditions.
were

~oted

in the pump restart mode.
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Most critical vibrations

Procedural controls were

implemented which prc:>hibit operation at the large speed differentials
whi~h

give ri·se to vibration.

Subsequently, the circuitry was

,•

f

reviseq to prevent starting a recirculation pump when the second
pump is operating at a speed greater than 45%.
H.

ACRS Recommendations
The ACRS in its letter of September 10, 1969, made several
recommendations including the following which have been confirmed

qr
1.

our inspections:
Monitoring and performance of the jet pumps was confirmed to
have been satisfactory and stable during the preoperational
anq s.tartup testing.
\

2.

Flood protection was provided 'by seals and water tight door
'

for the emergency cooling system access rooms.
3.

An interlock was installed to prevent depressurization by
the automatic pressure relief subsystem· if-low pressure
emergency core cooling pumping capability were lost. (Section III. C. 4

4.

A

st~ong

motion

seism~raph

was installed in the Unit 2 reactor

building prior to fuel loading.

Following the earth tremor

of September 15, 1972, the seismgraph was found to have been
misaligned.
5.

Additional testing confirmed operability.

Inerting of the containment has been a requirement
since December 28, 1970.
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(Section IV.A.4)

of operation

6.

Main stem isolation valves have been periodically tested to meet
the Technical Specific~tions limiting leakage value of 11.5

..
~

7.

SCFH.

(Section IV.A.land 7)

The automatic pressure relief subsystem was modified to provide

,'

a reserve power source to permit manual operation of the
relief valves in the event of a single failure in the automatic
~ircuits.

8.

Separation of redundant electrical control wiring for the
standby gas treatment system was confirmed prior to operation
above 5 MW.
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J;V.

Safety System. Performance

A.

Reactor Safety System
(

Inspection findings show that the system has never failed to
initiate a reactor trip signal when a trip condition occurred.
However, two problems have been experienced.

They are the

non-conservative settings of the APRM gain and the large
number of process instrumentation set point drift.

1.

APRM Gain Setting

A review of the licensee's practice in the performance of
APRM calibrations against heat balance calculations was
performed during 1973.

The results showed that the APRM

channels of both units were normally indicating lower
than the equivalent heat balance and that such non-conservatism is not caused by noise in the power level
signal or by the physical impossibility to adjust the
instrument gain

accur~tely.

The study showed that:

(1)

Gain adjustments to APRM channels are performed when
requested by the Nuclear Engineer.

The requests are

verbal but the Instrument Department maintains a
record of the adjustments made.
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(2)

The APRM gain adjustment pot is quite insensitive
(multi-turn pot) and. the power indicating meter has
excellent readability. so that it is possible to .set·
the desired reading to within approximately 0.5% of
full power.

:
(3)

Boiling plus i.nstrument noise amounted to approximately 2 to 3% power, most of the time, peaking at
5% occasionally. The APRM input to the computer is
averaged by an R-C circuit so that although the
computer uses instantaneous readings, the readings
are not affected by the noise level.

(4)

Computer run heat balances are performed daily and
the resµlts compared against .each APRM' s readings.
A gain adjustment factor is given by the computer
for each APRM.

A review of calculations for the month of September
1973 showed that:

(a)

The APRM output signals were in approximately
80% of the cases less than the calculated
thermal power.

The nonconservatism ranged from

1% to 8% of rated power.
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(b)

Normally three or more APRM channels were
reading less than calculated thermal power.

(c)

That contrary to earlier licensee statements,
gain adjustments were not made once the ratio
of the calculated reactor power to APRM indicated
power exceeded 1.02.

Normally the licensee

operated for several days with factors ranging
from 1.02 to 1.07 in 3 or more APRM chartnels
before making a gain adjustment to reduce the
factor to 1.00.

Very seldom was the factor

reduced below 1.00.

(5)

The APRM flow bias trip

point~

for scram and rod

block actions were set at the limit established in
the Technical Specifications.

As a result of our finding the licensee lowered the
APRM flow bias trip points for scram and rod block
actions so that a cushion ofl\/3% exists before the
limit is reached.

The inspector has noted that more

frequent gain adjustments are being made to maintain
the ratio

of calculate reactor power to APRM

indicated power at less than 1.02.
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. 2.

Instrument Drift

;

Inspection findings show that set point drift of process
instrumentation, being used to monitor different parameter
and initiate ECCS system operation or other .safety system
actions such as reactor scram or containment isolation,
has been a frequent occurrence at the site. · Prior to
August 1972 plant management considered instrument drift
of + 1 percent of instrument range to be an allowable
1Il8.rgin to be applied to the limits given in the Technical
Specifi~ations.

During August 1972 plant management

reluctantly agreed with RO's
.

~iven

pos~tion

that the values

.

in the Technical Specifications are absolute limits

with instrument accuracy

~olerances

already included •. As

a result the licensee instituted a program to closely
~onitor,

and take immediate corrective action, for switch

drifts found outside the operating limits.

These actions

over a period of time have included:

a.

Resetting switches further from the operating limit
given in the Technical Specifications.

b.

Increase the calibration.frequency.

c.

Request assistance from the several ·instrume"Iif man-

·.":

ufactures.
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d.

Initiate plots of each individual sensor, as found and
as left setting, in order to determine if a trend
exists.

Data available was back plotted to

January 1971.

During the start of the program, instrument manufacturers
were slow and non-committal in their communications with
the licensee but towards the second half of 1973 their
response improved and the following long term corrective
actions were in progress:

a.

The manufactures were supplied with the calibration
procedures being used at the site.

At least one

manufacturer has commented and plans are for that
vendor to supply his recommended procedure and to
retrain the licensee's instrumentation personnel.

b.

Instruruent applications are to be reviewed by ea,ch
vendor and so far one vendor had identified cases
of misapplication of the switches as one problem.
One case in particular was the core spray flow
switch which had a range of 0-400" H2o with a
setpoint of 7 11 H o or approximately 2% of range ...
2
Another was the HPCI steam line low pressure isolation where a 1200 psig switch was used to trip at

Al 7% of range.
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c.

With regards to misapplication the need to precondition the switches prior to use has been identified
by the vendors.

The licensee plans to recycle all

switches to the· manufacturers for the 2000-3000 pressure cycles required for pre-conditioning.

The main

steam line pressure switches were the first to be
preconditioned because of their long history of
setpoint drift.

d.

The licensee planned to purchase a few switches from a
different manufacturer who for many years has supplied
. I

the aerospace industry with pre-conditioned (>- 300
cycles) instruments.

The switches will be tested for

reliability and possible application in safety systems.

One solution attempted, affecting one manufacturer was
the installation of locking devices on the set point of
all

Ddi

tun ~r awitchco.

It was

lii'Uli1f'i:>rtPr1 th;:i 1·

point drift was caused by vibration.

thP. set

The experience .so

1far is the the devices are not helping as much as initially
hoped as set point drift is still being experienced ..

B.

Reactivity Control

Inspection findings show that the control rod system has always
responded to action-initiating signals in that the rods
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have never failed to insert.

However the following problems

with the CRD system have been experienced.

'
1.

Inner Filter Plugging

Early in 1970 prior to initiating the power ascension program
the decision was made to replace all inner filter screens
(one mil) with 10 mil screens.

The decision was based

on G. E. experience at other facilities plus examination
of the Unit 2· screens which were found heavily coated
with what appeared to be iron oxide and fibrous material.
Within the period of less than one month CRD D-3 scram
time to 90% insertion had increased from 3.70 sec to
8.07 sec.

Following replacement of the inner filter screen size,
scram times of several CRD's continued to increase and
several exceeded 7 sec. with the maximum recorded time
being 35.57 sec. (J-7).

By the end of 1970 the licensee

started modifying the CRD inner filter design.
.relocated from the spud to the stop piston.

It was

The new

location did not subject the filter to water flow during
scram and therefore eliminated the increasing time as a
result of plugged filter screen.
CRD's had been modified.

As ·of June. 30' ·r~f/'4, ;i2'0 ·

No scram times in excess of 5

sec. have been experienced since the end of 1970.
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2.

Uncoupling of CRD

The licensee has experienced the uncoupling of six
control rod drives as noted:

a.

B-6, K-8, and L-11 on February 19, 1973

b.

B-11 on March 14, 1974

c.

L-9 on June 15, 1974

d.

K-11 on August 2, 1974

All six had their inner screen modified as noted in
P~ragraph

B.l.

Following the disassembly of the first three CRD's

o~r

inspection of the drives determined that:

a.

Whether the inner screen was in place or not was
determined by measuring from the top of the CRD
housing flange to the top of the uncoupling rod,
a distance of over 14 feet.

The licensee did not

know the margin of error of his measurement.
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b.

Using a new inner screen and stop

piston, it was

determined that the inner screen can move upwards
'

approximately 1/4" before the locking spring contacts
the bottom of the notch in the spud.

Therefore, of

the reported 5/8" displacement in one of the CRD
inner screens, 2/8" could have been the normal play
in the equipment.

Whether the additional 3/8" is

within the error of the measurement, as stated in
item a, is not known.

c.

The bend in the springs was in the CRD axial direction,
toward the control rod, and appears to be as a result
of installation or subsequent "hammering" during
operations.

After the uncoupl~ng of the fourth rod the licensee performed a series of tests in an effort to determine
whether the blade had actually uncoupled or the indication
was erroneous.

The results verified that the blade was

actually uncoupled.

The CRD was also replaced and dis-

assembled for inspection.

According to the licensee

the inner filter was found unattached and score marks
were found in the index tube indicating the possibility
·'

that the filter may have been floating.
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In the case of CRD L-9 the licensee attempted to recouple
jthree time unsuccessfully prior to insertion and disarming .
.I

With CRD K-11 the licensee attempted five time before a
successful recoupling was made.
inserted and disarmed.

The dri~e was then

These last two were replaced

during August 1974. ·

The licensee and General Electric have expressed the
opinion that the mechanism of unlatching is associated
with the initial installation of the modified inner
screens, but that does not explain why it takes over two
years for the problem to surface.

Until the mechanism is

understood, control rods with unlatched indicating have
been fully inserted.

RO:III will follow developments of

this problem.

3.

CRD Partial Scram

During the performance of a weekly scram functional
sui;veillance test on July 1971, a peculiar sequence of
events took place which led to the partial scramming of
half of· the control rods._ Our inspection findings were
that the circuit functioned as designed and the aborted
partial scram can only occur, if after partailly resetting a trip on one channel a trip on a second channel·
occurs as the operator is completing the reset of the
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trip on the first channel.

However, an interesting

condition was noted to exist in the circuit as designed.
For· the re.set prohibit circuit to work both time delay
I

relays (114A and B) must be energized.

This means that a

single failure such as a burned out fuse or relay coil in
the circuit will prevent its operation, and permit incomplete rod insertion once a scram is initiated.

4.

Failure to Fully Insert

The lice~see has experienced repeated failures of CRD's
to fully insert following a scram.
have stopped at "02" position.

In all cases the-rods

Because of the remote

possibility that this was caused by a blade-to~fuel
channel interference, the licensee tested seventeen CRD's
which do not normally go to "OO" in accordance with a
procedure supplied by General Electric.
was detected.
worn seals.

No interference

The problem appears to be the result of
As many as 48 CRD's stopped at "02" during a

recent scram (June 1974).

The licensee has stated that

if one assumes all 177 CR.D's stop at "02" approximately
1%

~K

shutdown margin is lost.

Because of the exposure

history of fuel cycle III the amount of shutdown margin

0 K.

left would still exceed 2%
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5.

CRD Wiring Reversal

On May 7, 1973, during weekly exercise of the CRD's two
drives, E-12 and G-10, would not withdraw after being
inserted approximately two notches.

The investigation

revealed that the control leads to two of the four ASCO
valves ·in the CRD hydraulic control unit for each drive
had been reversed.

The licensee stated that the drives

had operated normally during a unit startup on April 30,
and therefore, the mixup had to occur during the following seven days.

Records indicate no maintenance work

was performed on the units during that week, therefore,
no explanation as to how the wires were reversed exist.
The amphenol connectors were.

cola~

coded as a means to

reduce the possibility of a similar recurrance.

6.

Inverted Absorbers In Control Rods

As a result of findings at other sites a program to
evaluate that status of control rod absorbers was carried
out by the licensee with technical support from General
Electric.

No reactivity problems have been found.

During a recent Unit 3 refueling outage all 177 control
rod blades were examined and 187 tubes out of 14,868
were found to be inverted.
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The inverted tubes were

confined to 25 blades.

The maximum number of inverted

tubes in any one blade were 34.

Seven blades were replaced.

The remaining 18 blades contain from one to four inverted
I

tubes.

A similar examination is scheduled for Unit 2

during the forthecoming refueling outage.

C.

Reactor Pressure Relief System

Our inspection findings are that the pressure relief system
has been demonstrated capable of protecting the reactor from
. overpressure.
~s

1.

Problems with the system have been experienced

follows:

Safety Valve Problems

Following several occurrences where safety valves opened
at a lower than sctpoint pressure an investigation into
the causes was performed by the licensee.

Several eauses

were identified as contributors to the premature actuation
of safety valves.

a.

The sources were:

Spring relaxation and valve body expansion due to
temperature effects.

b.

Mechanical shock and pressure pulse due to electromatic relief valve actuation.
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c.

Valve nozzle seat distortion.

d.

Alignment.

e.

Spindle and spring washer design.

-'

According to the licensee, the main contributors appeared
to be the temperature effect and electromatic relief
valve actuation.

To eliminate the temperature effect the

licensee proceeded to remove all insulation from the
safety valves and installed a system by which the body
temperature could be brought to service conditions prior
to testing at the new steam testing facility located at
Dresden.

In addition as final corrective measure the

licensee has proposed to· replace all existing electromatic relief valves (5) and safety valves (8) with nine
combination safety/relief valves.

The discharges of the

new valves to be piped into the containment suppression
pool.

2.

Electromatic Relief Valve (ERV) Problems

During April and May 1970, two electromatic relief
failed to open.

v~lves

The inspection of the valves revealed

the solenoid-operated pilot v,alve was not in proper

adjustment.

The valve pilots were adjusted and the three

other ERV's were checked for the reconnnended adjustment.
No further problems have occurred in this area.

During September and November 1970, two ERV's failed to
open by manual operation from the control room.

The

inspection of the first valve revealed worn solenoid guide
posts and the second valve revealed a cotter pin end had
wedged between the

sole~oid

guide post and the solenoid

armature guide.

Subsequently all the ERV's were checked for the above
problems and corrections made as follows during the
outage starting December 7.

1.

Pilot valve travel adjustments verified to be 3/16"
to 7/32".

The operating linkage clearances and

freedom to move the pilot full travel was verified.

2.

The solenoid guide post wear was checked.

The guide

post replacement is solid stainless steel and the
arma_ture guide plate was replaced with one having
bronze bushings.

The cotter pins which previously

retained the armature guide plate have been eliminated.

The strike roller which actuates the pilot

valve operating lever now also acts as the upper'
limit stop for the armature.
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3.

Clearances were.increased to avoid the occasional
sticking of switch t_hat de.:..energizes the armature

i

closing coil at full extended position.

As a result of problem experienced at another site
where the pilot valve was held open by a small piece
of.broken lock wire the relief valves are scheduled
to be

modified at the next refueling outage.

The

modification will consist of removal of the cap
screw and lock wire that secure the disc locking
device to the disc and drilling a hole through the
disc to receive the bolt.

The nut and bolt will

secure the disc locking device as before.

3.

Stress Analysis

·-·-r

The relief and safety valves stress analysis indicates
that while the allowable stress is 18,000 psi the highest
calculated stress level for a relief valve occurs at the
branch connection and is 18,377 psi using ASME Section
III Class 2 procedures.

Using B31.l.O procedures the

calculated stress level was 14,845 psi.

For the safety

valves, the highest calculated stress level (branch
connection) was 10,000 psi using ASME Section III Class 2
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procedures.

The analysis appears to have used pro-

posed code case ND-7221, which had not been approved by

.·

'

the ASME Code Committee, to account for dynamic impact •
While we questioned the use of proposed Code Cases, we
do not question the results because the licensee also used
an additional dynamic load factor which gave them a total
impact factor compatible with the normally used minimum
dynamic load factor of 1.63.

4.

Violations Identified

Violations to the Technical Specifications concerning
Safety Systems are listed in Section IX, Paragraphs A.. 6,
A.10, B.6, D.7, D.8, D.9 and D.22.

'1 ''
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v.

----

-----------------

Primary System Integrity
A.

Leak Detection
Inspection findings show that leakage from the primary system has
been limited to valve packings, valve seats, gaskets, and recirculating
pump seals.

Occasional outages have been required to determine the

source of the leakage and correct the problem.
Methods used to determine primary system leakage and the experience
with each method are as follows:
1.

Integrating flow meters for the drywell sumps are checked and
recorded each shift.

'

Both Units 2 and 3 experience typical

background levels of leakage (unidentified sources) of a few
hundred gallons per shift, which averages to about one gpm.

An

increase of about one gpm would be detected within 24 hours.
Reactor shutdown and cooldown are required by Technical
Specifications 3.6.D if "unidentified" leakage increases to
J gplli.

2.

Continuous air monitor (CAM) filter samples are taken each day.
Air activities are determined and recorded.

Daily review

of this data, trend plotting, and internal reporting of results
is performed.

Background levels from CAM samples for both

. -11
10
units range generally from 10 . to 10uc/cc.

For a Unit 2

leak of 5.3 gpm experienced in 1972, the CAM sample increased
to 10- 9 uc/cc.

The CAM has a local high level alarm which also
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annunicates in the control room.
prompt indication of a large leak.
'per shift during operation.

This alarm contributes to
The CAM's are checked once

A filter on the CAM sample line

(protecting the radiation detector) acts as a cold trap and
collects water in the event of high humidity conditions in
the drywell.

While this is not a quantitative leak detection

method, analysis of any water collected at this point contributes
to the diagnosis of leakage conditions.
3.

Air activity sampling from the drywell manifold air sampling ·
system is the most sensitive leak detection method in use.
Twenty-two sample points are provided to a manifold.

Samples

are taken on a rotating basis such that each point is sampled
roughly once per week.

Sensitivity has not been determined

quantitatively, but this method is obviously much more
sensitive than the "few gpm" commitment of the FSAR.

For

instance, on June 15, 1972, a.Unit 3 sample showed leak indications
20 times above background for a minor packing leak which was
only marginally detectable by the other methods.

While response

time for the manifold system could be relatively slow, up to a
week depending upon sampling frequency, the high sensitivity
provides first indication for leaks smalier than about one gpm.
Provision of numerous sample points aids diagnosis of leak
conditions.
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B.

In Service Inspection
Inservice inspections of the primary system are being conducted in
i

accordance with the frequency requirements in the Technical
Specifications.

The last inspection was conducted during the

second refueling outage in early 1972.

The only significant

findings was on core spray nozzle 19A as discussed in section
III.C.5 of this report.

C.

Violations Identified
Violations to the Technical Specifications concerning Primary
System requirements are listed in Section IX, Paragraphs B.10,

C.3, C.6, C.7, C.8, C.9, D.10 and E.2.
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VI

RADIOACTIVE WASTE SYSTEM
A.

Liquid and Solid Radwaste System
Dresden Units 2 and 3 share a common radwaste system.

It is de-

signed to handle separately low conductivity (equipment drains) and
high conductivity (floor drains) liquids.

The former are treated by

filtration and ion exchange for reuse within the plant.
are filtered and discharged to the Illinois River.

The latter

Demineralizer

regenerants and chemical wastes are neutralized and discharged or
processed through a waste concentrator.

Spent resins and filter

sludges are pumped to tanks, then to centrifuges for dewatering and
thence to a waste hopper for packaging as solid waste.
To date, liquid waste discharges have averaged less than 20% of the
technical specification limits.

(Table IV)

Notwithstanding this fact, the system performance has been only
margi:n-aL

It has suffered from equipment inadequacies, poor design,

lack of flexibility, inadequate storage capacity, and occasional
mismanagement.
capacity.

Waste concentrators have failed to operate to

Filters and demineralizers have had shorter than expected

lives accompanied by the production of increased volumes of regenerant wastes, thereby exacerbating an already difficult situation.
The solid waste system has experienced difficulty in the movement
of solids to the centrifuges and beyond and in removal of solids from
the hoppers.

These difficulties have combined variously to result in
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the exceeding of technical specification limits on radioactivity in
outside storage tanks, the discharge of almost all floor drains
water 9 the discharge of some reactor grade water and the frequent
I

.

presence of water and resins on the floor of the

radwast~

building

basement.
Very recently (July 1974) the licensee has created an additional
management position at the operating engineer level with responsibility for radwaste.
step.

It is too early to jµdge the success of this

Modifications are in progress that will substantially relieve

this problem by providing greatly augmented storage and processing
capability for high conductivity wastes.

Two concentrators, two

demineralizers plus about 140,000 gallons of additional tankage are
being added.

Recently, two new waste filters were installed with

twice the capacity of the old filters.

The licensee is now

exper~

menting with the use of diatomaceous earth as an alternate to the
SOLKA FLOG medium currently used.
either.

The new filters can accept

The solids processing system is being reworked with the

addition of new pumps and lines for moving sludges.

With these

modifications the licensee expects to recycle 100% of the low
conductivity water and 60% of the high conductivity water.

It

is expected to be in effect by the last quarter of 1974.

B.

Gaseous Radwaste System
Gaseous wastes are discharged via the Unit 2/3 chimney (95 meters
above grades) and via the Unit 2/3 reactor building stack (49 meters
above grade.

The chimney carries the radioactive noble gas removed
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from the condenser which consititutes the overwhelming fraction of
the gaseous release.

Since the plant has been in operation, combined

releases from Units 2 and 3 have averaged less than 10% of the
i

technical specification limits.

(Table IV)

An augmented off-gas treatment system has very recently been installed

(July 1974) to reduce radioactive releases originating at the con·denser.

Catalytic recombiners and moisture separators have been

installed ahead of the existing holdup pipe (,.._., 60 minutes) and
moisture separators and charcoal absorbers have been installed
after the holdup pipe and ahead of the existing absolute filters.
system is designed to reduce releases by about a factor of 40.

The

The

system for Unit 2 has not been valved into service pending t~sting of
an identical system for Unit 3 which is currently in progress.
C.

Violations Identified
Violation to the Technical Specifications concerning Radioactive
Waste Systems are listed in Section IX, Paragraphs A.4, A.7, B.3, B.16,
B.17 and C.4.

VII Radiation Protection
A.

General
The radiation protection program for Unit 2 is an integral part of
the radiation protection program for the Dresden Station.

It is well

organized and generally effective in controlling in-plant exposures.
In 14 years of station operation, including 4 years of operation
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.

of Unit 2, only two reported exposures ( ) 3 rem/quarter) were
incurred and these are believed to be the result of an abnormality
in the film ba.dge

proces~ing

by the vendor.

The total station doses

as a function of electrical power generated for the past six years
is given in the following table:

Year

Electricity Generated
(Megawatt Hours)

Total Station Dose
(Man-Rem)

Ratio
Man-Millirem
Megawatt-Hour

1968

9.2 x 105

300

.33

1969

8.9 x 105

Z90

.. 33

1970

2.6 x 106

140

.054

1971

4.4 x 106

720

.16

1972

9.2 x 106

730

.079

1973

9.3 x 106

850

• 091

Efforts to minimize radiation dose have been evident in the planning
and performance of high dose rate work.

Sources of chronic,

lo~-

level exposures are being evaluated in order to minimize doses from
these sources.

It is expected that such efforts together with improved

radwaste system performance will further aid in

cont~ol+ing

and

possibly reducing in-plant exposures.
B.

Instrumentation
Adequate radiation protection instrumentation including area
monitors, air samplers, effluent monitors and portable survey
instruments for alpha, beta-gamma, and neutron monitoring are on
hand and in use.

Calibration records show that these instruments

are being maintained and calibrated at proper intervals.
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Laboratory

analytical equipment includes a 1000 channel pulse height analyzer
with a Na! detector and a GeLi spectrometer with a 4000 channel
analyzer.
C.

Health Physics Operation
Radiation protection for the Dresden Station (3 Units) is the direct
responsibility of the Supervisor, Radiation and Chemistry Control,
who reports to the Technical Staff Supervisor.· Technical Support
is provided by an engineer, three chemists, two engineering
assistants, two radiation protection foreman, and nineteen radiation
protectionmen (radmen).

Additional support in environmental

monitoring and radiochemistry is provided from the licensee's
headquarters staff.

Qualifications of the staff appears to be

adequate and consistent with the recommendations of ANSI 18.1-1971,
"Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel".
Health physics coverage is provided around-the-clock with a minimuo
staffing of one radnum nn the midIJ.ight ohift and weekends duu
radmen on the evening shift.

Lwo

When radiation protection super-

vision is not present, these men are supervised by the shift engineer.
Radiation Control Standards are documented in Chapter 37 of the
Station Procedures Manual.

Therein

~re

given exposure limits and

station approved standards for working in a radiation environment
including such topics as contamination control, respiratory protection, personal monitoring, bioassay, and administrative approvals.
A formal system is provided for revising and updating of this
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document and changes in Chapter 37 are covered in the annual
Radiation Protection retraining sessions.
Personal monitoring, job monitoring, together with a system of
administrative approvals is used to control external radiation
exposures.

.'

Personal monitoring consists of biweekly film badges

together with pocket dosimeters which are recorded daily to maintain day-to-day cognizance of dose.

Self reading dosimeters are

also available to station employees and time keeping is provided
for high dose rate work.

Internal exposures are controlled by

maintaining cognizance of airborne radioactivity levels by air
sampling together with the use of respiratory protective equipment
where needed.

Respirator

tr~ining

consisting of 3-4 hours of

initial instruction plus an annual 1 hour retraining session is
required of all persons who may need to use them.

Internal dose

is evaluated by a bioassay program (whole body counting and/or
excreta measurements)
YP.Rr dP.pP.ncHng

on

which are scheduled from 1 to 3 times a

wnrk group assignment.

Inspections have revealed an acceptable level of plant cleanliness
with respect to radioactivity.
D.

Personnel Training
Radiation protection orientation for new hires, contractor personnel, and visitors consists of a 1 3/4 hour presentation covering
radiation control standards given by the radiation protection
department.

Three to four hours of respirator training is given

to persons whose work may require their use.
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A three hour annual

retraining program on radiation control standards, emergency
plans, and respirators is now being implemented by the training
. department.

Instruction of workers as requ,ired by 10 CFR 19 .12

;

has essentially been completed.

VIII ENvIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROGRAM
A.

Emergency Planning
The criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Emergency Plans for
Production and Utilization Facilities have been used as bases for
evaluation of the Dresden Station Emergency Plan.

During the

November 1973 inspection, several items were identified as requiring
resolution.

In general, these items indicated a need for:

specification of frequency for accomplishing:

(1)

the conduct of

emergency drills, the conduct of emergency training and retraining
for licensee and off-site personnel, and the review and update of
the emergency plan and associated emergency procedures;

(2) ex-

pedHine Rpproval and distr·ibutiqn of new and revised portions of

the Dresden Station Emergency Plan and implementing procedures;
(3) updating of the Dresden Station emergency plan
telephone listings;

emergen~y

(4) the implementation of an approved emergency

procedure for coping with a bomb threat; and (5) specification of
certain protective action levels for implementing off-site protective measures.
Evidence of licensee effort being directed toward resolution of the
above items was obtained in a subsequent contact with the licensee's
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corporate headquarters management representatives.

Commonwealth

Edison Company's overall emergency planning document, the
Generating Station Emergency Plan, (GSEP) is in the process of
being revised.

Review of the drafts of the revised DSEP and

GSEP revealed all of the above items have been addressed.
B.

Environmental Monitoring
An inspection of the licensee's Environmental Monitoring Program

was conducted during May 1974.

The inspection revealed one item

where special radiological environmental samples had not been
collected and analyzed as required by the Technical Specifications.
The licensee's reply stated that procedures would be implemented by
July 12, 1974, to prevent recurrence of the sampling omissions.
These procedures will be examined during subsequent inspections.
With the exception of the aforementioned omission, the licensee's
radiological environmental monitoring program complies with the
current AEC regulatory
C.

requirements~

Independent Measurement of Radioactive Effluents

Regulatory Operations periodically performs independent measurements
of radioactive effluents released from the Dresden facility.

Results

to date show that Dresden's measurements are generally consistent
with RO's results.

The licensee has, in the past, utilized a NaI

system for gamma isotopic analyses and has consequently not identified all of the nuclides identified by RO.

The licensee's r.!'!cent

introduction into usage of GeLi system should result in the identification of a greater number of nuclides.
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D.

Cooling Lake Dike Failure
A SO-foot section of the earthen dike for the·Dresden cooling
lake . failed on October

13~

1972.

The failure did not involve a

nuclear safety matter and no radioactivity was released to the
river.

The dike failure occurred on the north side of the lake

paralleling the Kankakee River and opposite Bardwell Island.

The

investigation of the event showed that the failure site was an
old stream bed or drainage ditch that had eroded the limestone
bedrock and subsequently filled.

This condition had not been noted

in the exploration for the dike.

The repairs of the dike in-

eluded removing the old fill and replacing it with clay soil
and the dike was rebuilt with controlled compacting materials.
The old and new sections were keyed together and sheet piling
driven to bed rock along the north dike for approximately 4,000
feet.
IX Noncompliance Items
The following instances of noncompliance with the requirements of
the facility license and the rules and regulations of the Commission
were found during inspection performed in the noted calendar years.
A.

1970
l.

Contrary to station procedures on December 23, 1969, the:.
Standby Liquid Control System was found to be inoperative
because a manual valve was mistakenly left shut.
rective action included

imm~diately

The cor-

opening valve and

advising operators involved of the seriousness of the situation
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(valve check list was available and had been completed)
and all operations personnel were advised of the importance
of correct verification per check list.
I

2.

On April 9, 1970, the HPCI normal suction valve was found
to be shut.
be open.

Special procedures had specified that the valve

The corrective action included initiation of re-

quirements for special operating procedure steps to be
initiated and dated, and approved as complete by the Shift
Supervisor.

All safety related systems are to have a double

check performed to verify system returned to normal after
involvement in a special procedure.
3.

On January 26, 1970, the 2/3 diesel generator failed to start
automatically due to the fuses· being in the OFF position.
The fuses had not been specifically designated in the system
check list.

As part of the corrective action the fuses were

included in the system check list.
4.

On.February 16, 1970, construction personnel pumped water
(nonradioactive) from the radwaste basement to the storm
sewer with a temporary sump pump.

No procedure was available

and the Shift Supervisor had not been informed.

Corrective

action included rerouting discharge to the floor drain
collector tank and posting a sign on the pump switch stating
"Contact Shift Supervisor before operating pumps".

The

construction personnel were instructed not to operate the
temporary pump without approval of the Shift Supervisor.
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5.

On March 3, 1970, the 2/3 diesel generator was manually started
and loaded, 14 minutes later the diesel t!ipped on high temp~erature.

The cause was the cooling water pump was taking

suction on a dewatered section of intake bay.

The corrective

action included issuing a procedure that ensures pump suction
is lined up to a section of the bay that remains full during
the dewatering procedure.
6.

On

April 18, 1970, one control rod scram time was found to be

in excess of seven seconds, contrary to Technical Specifications
3.3.C.2.

No apparent action was taken until May 1, 1970, to

classify the control rod as inoperative.

Corrective action on

May 1, 1970, was to insert and disarm control rod per Technical Specification 3.3.A.2 and the licensee stated that in the
future, action would be taken immediately.
7.

During the period April 21, 1970, to May 1, 1970, the reactor was
operated up to 50% with a portion of the reactor building stack
air sampling system inoperable in violation of Technical
Specification 3.8.A.l, 3.8.A.3, and 4.8.A.2.b.

The correttive

action included the installation of another system to maintain
continuity in case of similar failure.
8.

On June 5, 1970 and June 6, 1970, (See Section II) with the
drywell pressure) 2 psig, the high drywell pressure isolation
trip function was bypassed.

The surveys were not comple.ted on

either the drywell atmosphere before venting via the stack or
on the water in the drywell before pumping to the radwaste tanks
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.

outside the containment in violation of Technical Specification
Table 3.1.l and Section 6.2.A, an4 of Paragraph 10 CFR 20.20l(b).
The corrective actions included:

revising the following procedures;

prohibiting venting of drywell at ) 2 psig, securing ECCS, and
operation of containment spray.

The fact that Technical Spec-

ifications requirements are to be adhered to was reemphasized
to operating personnel.
9.

The depressurization incident of June 5, 1970, and failure of two
main steam isolation valves to close during surveillance testing
April 6, 1970, were not properly reported as required by Technical Specifications 6.6.A.1, 6.6.B.2.

The corrective action

included the addition of an engineer to the staff to oversee'
compliance with surveillance requirement.
engineer was used during the

star~up

Also an additional

period as an internal auditor

on surveillance and proper reporting of abnormal occurrences.
10.

On June 4, 1970, surveillance on operable control rods was not
performed as required by Technical Specification 4.3.A.2.

The

corrective action was covered by item 9 above.
11.

The reactor was operated June 3-5, 1970, with closure times for
main steam isolation valves 2B and 2C in excess of five seconds
with backup valves lB and lC open in violation of Technical
Specification 3.7.D.2.

12.

The Station Review Board failed to review the following:

the

omitted control rod surveillance of June 4, 1970, the failure
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of two main steam isolation valves to close during surveillance
testing on April 6, and the failure to follow Technical SpecifiI

cations requirements of setting the isolated condition in lines

with inoperable valves on 6/3-5.

The corrective action included

review of the above items and the addition of the internal auditor
to the staff reduce.cl the change of the Station Review Board failing
to review .Plant operations to detect potential safety hazards per
Section 6.1.E.2.d(l) of the Technical Specifications.
On October 27, 1970, le main steam line isolation valve (MSIV)

13.

had a closure time (., three seconds and the line was not isolated
until November 5, 1970, during which time the reactor was at
power.

This is contrary to Technical Specification 3.7.D.2.

The corrective action was taken on November 5, when the line
was isolated - both le and 2C valves shut.
B.

1971
1.

A review of quarterly surveillance tests of HPCI that were con-

ducted on December 31, 1970, indicated flow rate was less than the
5,000 gpm required by Technical Specification 4.5.C.l.

When the

licensee was informed, the test was rerun on January 19, 1971.
The lower than required flow rate was confirmed and corrective
. action was taken.
January 20, 1971.

The HPCI system was declared operable on
Further corrective action included revising the

procedures to include the Technical Specification requirements.
2.

On December 12, 1970, the Dr.esden Station received a shipment of
sources for Unit 3 that was in excess of the number covered under
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Unit 2 license.

Unit 3 license had not been issued at the time.

The corrective action included return of the sources to the
sender on December 24, 1970, and developing a system of autht

orized nuclear materials accounting.
3.

For the period February 3 to 6, 1971, the above-ground radioactivity storage tanks exceeded Technical Specification 3.8.D
which requires liquid to be recycled within 24 hours if the
total of the three tanks is ) 3.0 curies or if any one tank is
) 0.7 curies.

The liquid could not be recycled in the specified

time due to resin column depletion and resin change time.

The

corrective action included correcting a piping error, nonradioactive high conductivity water draining to storage tanks,
and establishing an adminstrative limit on curie content of tanks.
4.

Written and approved preventive or corrective procedures for the
maintenance of reactor instrumentation and electrical systems
and for removing the high pressure coolant injection system from
service were not provided in violation of Technical Specification
6.2.

Corrective action included preparation of approved cor-

rective and preventive maintenance procedures referencing vendor
manuals and issuing an out-of-service procedure for the HPCI
system.
5.

A written safety evaluation was not provided as required by
10 CFR 50.59 for the installation of filters in the air supply
line to the main steam isolation valves and a modification to
the primary system electromatic relief valves.
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The corrective

---------

action included the Station Review Board instituting a procedure in early 1971 covering the evaluations of such modifications to preclude the possibi1ity of plant modifications not
receiving a written and approved safety evaluation.
6.

Review of available records and discussions with cognizant
plant personnel indicated that peak heat flux calculations were
not performed daily as of December
1970, . in violation of
'
Technical Specifications 4.1.B.

The corrective action included

revision of the daily surveillance sheets to include the magnitude of the highest reading LPRM chamber at which the operator
notifies the shift engineer.
7.

The Nuclear Review Board (NRB) failed to report their findings
and recoI!Ullendations to the Company President in writing per
Technical Specifications 6.l.E.l.f(3) during the period
October 27 to November 4, 1970, relating to the inoperability
of one of the main steam isolation valves.
and recommendation

011

The NRB decision

the above were reported to the rresident

as minutes of _the November 4 meeting.

As of July 1971, a

procedure was issued so that each noncompliance item was assigned an action item number and written report supplied to
the President.
8.

The SRB had not reviewed in a timely manner, a core flux
asynunetry condition that was first observed in May 1970, until
September 11, 1970 in violation of Technical Specification
6.l.E.2.d(7).

The station management reviewed the asymmetry
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condition with GE and a procedure was proposed and reviewed
by the SRB on August 3.

On September 11, 1971, the SRB approved

a special test on the subject.
9.

The functional test of the generator load rejection scram
sensor was not performed between August 5, 1970 and December 4,
1970, as required by Technical Specification Table 4.1.1.

10.

Contrary to Technical Specification 6.6.A.3, the Commission
was not informed of a defect of greater.than 50 percent of wall
thickness detected in a nozzle safe end of March 23, 1971, until
April 1, 1971.

To correct the deficiency, the licensee

identified the notification condition as a repair requiring
removal of more than one-third of the wall thickness.
11.

Test programs to assure the LPCI system electrical supply
system would perform properly following initial installation
and scheduled maintenance, as evidenced by problems experienced
on February 26 and April 4, 1971, were not established as re-

quired by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Cri'terion XI.

The Common-

wealth Edison Company Quality Assurance Manual and supporting
procedures for the Dresden Station were implemented during
September and October, 1972, to meet requirements of Appendix B.
12.

The surveillance procedure for the HPCI system did not contain
test acceptance limits and the test results had not been evaluated as of December 31, 1970 as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XI.

The corrective action was covered by item.11 above.
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13.

Measures had not been established to assure that tools, gages,
instruments, and other measuring and testing devices used in
activities affecting quality were properly controlled, calit

brated, and adjusted at specified periods to maintain accuracy
within necessary limits, as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XII.

The corrective action was covered by item 11

above.
14.

A comprehensive system of audits, including incorporating writen procedures or check lists to verify that the surveillance
test program complies with Technical Specification requirements,
had not been established as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XVIII.

The corrective action was covered by item

11 above.
15.

The automatic depressurization system (ADS) subsystem was considered inoperable prior to December 4, 1970, during periods
when the source pressure for the fill system on LPCI and

~ore

spray was allowed to exceed the interlock pressure set point
of the ADS in violation of Technical Specifications 3.5.D.l.
The corrective action included the approval of a procedure
to valve out the fill system on December 4, 1970, if the
supply pressure was greater than the pressure set point of
ADS interlock.

Further action was to install a jockey fill

pump, which has a discharge pressure of 75 psig.
16.

The chimney effluent monitor was not functionally tested between January 22, 1971 and June 12, 1971 contrary to Technical
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Specifications 4.8.A.1.

The requirement is for the monitor

to be functionally tested and calibrated every three months.
The corrective action was to assign the responsibility for
(

the functional and calibration tests of Section 4.8.A.1 to
the instrument group.
17.

Contrary to Technical-Specifications 4.8.C.1., the liquid
effluent monitor was not functionally tested during the month
of May 1971.

The corrective action was to assign the re-

sponsibility for the functional and calibration tests of
Section 4.8.C.1 to the intrument group.
18.

During the refueling outage of February 28 through May 25, 1971,
a circuit was installed that initiates Group 1 isolation on

high reactor water level.

The-change was made without the

Commission's prior a'pproval, contrary to paragraph 50. 59 of
Title 10 CFR Part 50.

RO:III was of the opinion that the

change warranted identification and testing, consistent with
the provisions of Section 2.1 and Tables 3.2.1, 3.7.1, and
4.2.1 of the Technical Specifications.

The SRB and NRB

reviewed the change and concluded that the modification was
not an unreviewed safety item and no change to the Technical
Specifications was required.

The problem was referred to DL.

The modification was later removed and the item was considered
resolved.
19.

On October 20 and 21, 1971, the combined Unit 2-3 secondary
contairunent was not in effect for a 15 1/2 hour period contrary
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to Technical Specification 3.7.C.1.
during this period.

Unit 2 was operating

The corrective action was to remove the

extension cord running through doorways, reestablish containment,
I

and reemphasize control to personnel.
20.

The Station Review Board (SRB) had not reviewed and approved
Proposed Change No. 16 to license DPR-19 before submittal to
Nuclear Review Board (NRB) and the NRB had not reviewed and
approved the change before it was submitted to the AEC, contrary
to Technical Specifications 6.1.E.1.d(l) and 6.1.E.2.d(4).

A

procedure revision was implemented so that all changes would
receive proper review.

c.

1972
1.

While core alterations were in.progress on March 20, 1972, the
reactor mode switch was in "Refuel" position, but was not locked,
contrary to Technical Specification 3.10.A, 3.10.D.1, and
3.10.E.1.

The corrective action included locking the mode

switch in "Refuel" position and subsequently an operating order
was issued to remove key from the switch when core alterations
were in progress.
2.

All the normally open power operated isolation valves were not
cycled during the third quarter of 1972, contrary to Technical
Specifications 4.7.D.1.C.

The valves were cycled and the

procedure and data sheet were revised to include the missed
valves as a complete corrective action.
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3.

The reactor coolant system leakage was not being checked
daily by the air sampling method contrary to Technical
Specifications 4.6.D.

The corrective action included in-

I

itiating a daily review of the data, trend plotting on week
days and the results reported to the Shift Engineer on back
shift.
4.

The Unit 2/3 chimney effluents were not continuously monitored
for an eight hour period on July 26, 1972, contrary to
Technical Specifications 6.2.A.

The annunciator of "Stack

Gas Sample Flow/Pressure Abnormal" was estimated to be on for
seven and on half hours before it was noted.

The corrective

action was to reemphasize adherence to procedures with the
operating personnel and review the administrative controls;
5.

The Unit 2/3 routine operating report for the period ending
June 30, 1972, was not submitted within 60 days contrary to
Technical Specifications 6.6.D.1.

The delay was due to review

process and reproduction, and by shortening this process the
60 days should be met.
6.

A review of records indicated that during the repair of the
MSL flow restrictions, radiographs which did not meet the
requirements of the Code, Section III, Appendix IX, Paragraph
3331 and 3326, were accepted in violation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V.

The corrective action included an

independent laboratory evaluation of the film.

The

dens~ty

determined to be satisfactory and the radiographs to be acceptable.
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was

7.

Welding rod (Type 7018) was observed to be unprotected from
the environs in the work area during the repair of the MSL
flow restrictions in violation of Engineering Specification
I

E22A2560, Rev. C. and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.
The corrective action included advising the contractor that
his housekeeping and controls must improve on future jobs at
Dresden.

8.

Records did not establish that weld preparation surfaces had
been optically inspected after removal of fitup spacers by
grinding in violation of Engineering Specifications No. 22A2560,
Rev. C and

22~2560AB,

Criterion V.

Rev. B and with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

The corrective ac.tion included using magnetic

particle test results to confirm that no defects were present.
9.

The records for repair of main steam line were unavailable at
the site to substantiate that the weld purge dams and glues
used in the repairs were water soluble and of low chloride
content as required by the Procurement Specification.

This

was contrary to Criterion VII of Appendix B, 10 CFR ·SO which
requires measures be established to assure that purchased
material conforms to.the procurement documents and the documentary evidence be available
action included the following:

~t

the site.

The corrective

The chloride check of dam:

material and glue was determined to have been done, and the
material and glue had been accepted by GE-APED representative,
but not documented due to a carbon steel pipe being involved.
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The station procedures will undergo annual review by internal
audits to identify deficient procedures.
(

In addition to the corrective actions listed under items 6-9
above~ the Site Contractor was advised that they must be

throughly familiar with job specifications and properly
instruct their personnel in the requirements and to develop
check lists or procedures to reinforce these instructions.

The

licensee QA personnel were reinstructed in their responsibilities.
D.

1973

1.

Failure to perform a safety evaluation for the change in the
operation of the cleanup system from that described in the SAR
was in violation of 10 CFR

50~59(b).

The corrective action was

to revise the station administrative procedures so that a
safety evaluation is prepared, when needed.
2.

Failure to perform a safety evaluation for a change in the
operation of the instrument air system from that described in
the SAR, as amended by Special Report No. 7 of March 17, 1971
and supplement of May 13, 1971, in violation of 10 CFR 50.59(b).
The corrective action was as covered by item 1 above.

3.

The temperature of every fifth cell of 24/28 volt battery bank
was not recorded on October 22, 1972, contrary to Technical
Specifications 4.9.B.2.

The corrective action was to revise

the data sheet to include the Technical Specification requirements.
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4.

The working copy of the procedure utilized by the instrument
mechanics to perform the surveillance test on the Standby

G~s

Treatment trains A and B on April 21, 1972, contained several
I

ink changes.

The changes had not been approved in accordance

with Technical Specification 6.2.F.

The corrective action

included instructing the maintenance personnel on proper procedure in making a procedural change.
5.

A modification of one recirculation pump auto-balance control
circuit had been completed before safety reviews, approvals,
etc., as required by QA manual procedure Q.P. 3-51 and 10 CFR 50
Appendix B, Criterion V had been completed.

The corrective

action was to remind personnel involved of the importance of
adherence to Quality Assurance Manual procedures and proper
modification review.
6.

Failure to provide pressure switches and perform functional and
calibration tests on HPCI discharge lines was in violation
of Technical Specification 4.5.H.4. · As corrective action,· the
licensee has requested a Technical Specification change from
DL to eliminate the requirement for such switches.

7.

Partially and fully withdrawn contro_l rods were not exercised
during the week of May 28, 1973 as required by Technical.
Specification 4.3.A.2.

As corrective a~tion it is the licensee's

intention to submit a change to the Technical Specification
which extends the surveillance interval beyond one week.

'l
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8.

Failure to check the status of each control rod accumulator
pressure and level alarms on shift #5 for April 30, 1973 and
shift #6 on May 4 and 20, 1973 was contrary to Technical
Specification 4.3.D.

The corrective action included a more

frequent audit of surveillance records being established •
.9.

The functional test of the APRM 15 percent scram was not performed before the startup that took place on January 13, 1973
contrary to Technical Specifications 4.1.A.

The corrective

action included the addition of the APRM 15 percent scram test
to the startup procedure.
10.

The reactor vessel shell temperature was not permanently recorded every 15 minutes during the March 25-26, 1973 cooldown
contrary to Technical Specification 4.6.A.l.

The corrective

action included the change of the recorder inking system to
a felt tip pen type and a procedure addition to check that
the recorder is inking properly before commencing a cooldown
or heatup.
11.

Unit 2 secondary containment integrity was not maintained on
April 19, 1973, contrary to Technical Specifications 3.7.C.
The corrective action included adding a checkoff space to the
"Equipment Outage Checkoff List" to ensure a review is made to
determine whether primary or secondary containment integrity
will be affected by each equipment outage being processed.

12.

Procedure (Q.P. No.

10~2)

prepared for use in inspection at the
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fuel contractor did not include requirements to i) provide
for the assignments of qualified inspectors; ii) prepare
documented results of the inspections; iii) provide for
I

management review of inspection results; iv) reinspect
deficient areas; and v) prepare inspection plans or checklists
for each inspection or inspection type, contrary to 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

Corrective action included

revisions to Q.A. Procedures.
13.

Contrary to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, a
schedule of audits of fuel contractors had not been prepared
as required by Q.A.· Procedure Q.P. No. 10-2.

Corrective action

was to prepare a "Nuclear Fuel QA Surveillan'ce Schedule" based
on information supplied by the fuel vendors.
14.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, no systematic
method had been developed for following up on deficiencies at
the fuel ~anufacturer to thereby allow the Quality Assurance
Administrator verify completion· of corrective measures as
required by Q.A. Procedure Q. P. No. 10-2.

The corrective

action included revisions to the Q.A. Procedures.

15.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion I, IV, and VII,
inspections of fuel contractors did not include a determination
that the fuel contractors' organization provides that: i) the
authority and duties of persons performing quality assurance
function are clearly established and delineated in

writi~g;

and ii) such persons have sufficient authority, organizational
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freedom and independence to identify quality problems; to
initiate, recoIIllllerid, or provide solutions; and to verify
~mplementation

of solutions.

The corrective action includes

the establishment of an "Evaluation of Contractors' Quality
Assurance Program" check 1:1heet as part of QA Procedure Q.P.

4-2.
16.

Although the responsibility for fuel design and design review
was delegated to the nuclear fuel contractor, the inspections
did not determine the establishment or effectiveness of the
design control measures applied by fuel contractor.

This

was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, IV and
VII.
17.

The corrective action is as stated in item 15 above.

Inspections of fuel contractors did not include a determination
that the fuel contractor is assuring that adequate requirements
are included in his procurement documents.

These inspections

did not include a determination that material purchased by
the fuel contractor conforms to the procurement documents
contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV and VII.
The corrective action is as stated in item 15 above.
18.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV, VII, and IX,
inspections of fuel contractors did not include a determination
that the special processes used in the manufacturer of nuclear
fuel were accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified
procedures.

The corrective action is as stated in item 15

above.
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19.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV; VII and XVI,
inspections of fuel contractors did not include a finding
that i) the fuel contractor determines the cause.s of conditions

'

adverse to quality; ii) takes corrective action to preclude
repetition; iii) documents causes and corrective actions; and
iv) reports these to appropriate levels of his management.
The corrective action is as stated in item 15 above.
· 20.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, identification
of significant conditions adverse to quality from the fuel
inspector's inspections were not report~d to appropriate levels
of management and corrective actions were not documented and
reported to appropriate levels of management.

The correctiye
! .

action is now covered by Q.A. Procedure Q.P. 7-3, Revision 1.
21.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion

~III,

internal

audits had not been performed to verify compliance with, nor
determine the effectiveness of the quality assurance program
for the purchase of nuclear fuel.

The cotr.ective action·

included conducting two internal audits one on December 26, 1973
. and the second on February 26-28,
22.

1974~

Due to the nonconservative settings on the APRM's gain ad-.
justment the rod block and scram action would not have taken
place within the specified limit given in Technical Specifications
2.IA and B.

Corrective action included revision to station

procedures to reduce rod block and scram setpoints by 3%. a
schedule of daily surveillance
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o~

the gain adjustment factor,

an action level to calibrate whenever the APRM error is ?%,
and incorporation of the APRM error trend into the. technical
staff surveillance program.
I.

23.

Maintenance work performed on the main steam line drain isolation valve on

~arch

30, 1973 was performed with no work request

and therefore no quality control requirement was established
in violation of Q.A. Procedure Q.C.P. 3.51. l and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V.

As a·result some parts were left out

causing valve failure at a later date.

Corrective action in-

eluded revisions to the Q.A. Procedure which emphasize that no
work shall proceed without a reviewed and approved work request,
formal written instructions to all maintenance and shift supervisors requiring adherence to the work request procedure, and
establishment of a quality control package for each safety..
related work
24.

request~

The diesel generator 2/3 tripped on high temperature on May 24,
1973, due.to .an incorrect valve lineup because the surveillance
procedure in use did not include appropriate acceptance criteria
to insure cooling water flow was satisfactory, . following a flow
reversal, contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.
Corrective action included revision to the sur.veillance procedure requiring diesel generator testing following cooling
water flow reversal and improved valve position indication.

25.

A LPCI logic relay was locked in the open position on June 18,
1973, due to its cover plate being installed upside down due
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to the lack of an inspection program for activities affecting
quality in violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X.
Corrective action included placing the relay number tab on the
i

top of the cover as a marking for proper orientation of the
cover.
26.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, the test procedure perfbrmed on October 8, 1973, following installation of
torus-to-drywell vacuum breakers position indicating switches,
was dificient in that it failed to ensure design limits were
met.

As a result the switches were unable to detect a valve

opening in excess of the allowable limits.

Corrective action

included a modification to relocate the switches and the requirement that the Engineering Department review all safety
related modifications.
27.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, a diesel'
generator's start circuitry deficiency, identified in October
1972, was not promptly corrected due to parts not being ordered
until October 8, 1973.

Corrective action included a new pro-

cedure for material procurement control to assure timely action
is taken to expedite purchase of material.
28.

While the motor operated valve problems have been occurring for
over three years, the licensee's effort to identify and correct
the deficiencies did not start until the spring of 1973 and
from the progress of the program, as of October 1973, was'not
on a high priority.

This was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
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Criterion XVI.

Corrective action included the initiation

of monthly status meetings at the station, involving all
company department involved in station work, to assist in ex/.

~editing

work in areas which may not be getting adequate

attention •
.'

29.

Contrary to Technical Specifications 6.6.A and

B~

the AEC

was not properly notified of the torus spray becoming inoperable violating Limiting Condition for Operation 3. 5 .A. 6
due to the failure of both supply valves on August 21, 1973.
E.

1974
1.

(For inspections performed and reports published by June 30)

Contrary to Technical Specification 6.2.A.3, torus level
exceeded the limits in the Technical Specifications due to
failure to notice and take corrective action in accordance
with stations procedures, when the. torus high level alarm
annunciated.

Corrective action included changing the HPCI

test procedure in anticipation of a torus level increase, a
requirement to terminate testing immediately if torus level
or temperature approaches a T/S limit, lowering the alarm
set point to provide time for action, and discussing the event
with the operator involved.
2.

Failure to properly valve-in main steam lirie flow sensor in
accordance with sta,tion procedures violated Technica1 Specification 6. 2 .A. 3.

Corrective action included emphasizing' to

the instrument mechanic the importance of returning insLru- 96 -

r'

i

mentation·to proper operating condition following surveillance
testing and revising the procedure to require the I.M. performing the surveillance to use the checklist.
/

(

3.

A partial loss of secondary containment integrity occurred
when an unsuitable material was used to pot the electrical
penetrations used for the torus-to-drywell vacuum breakers
open alarms.
Criterion III.

This was in violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Corrective action involved sealing the pene-

tration with the same material used for other .electrical
penetrations.

4.

Failure to secure in the close position a torus-to-drywell
vacuum breaker which failed to close itself during surveillance
testing was in violation of Technical Specification 3.7.A.4.
Corrective action included reinstructing the shift engineer
on proper actions in the event of an inoperable vacuum breaker
and revising the surveillance procedure detailing actions in
event of an inoperable vacuum breaker.

5.

Failure to perform and document a safety evaluation for a
change in the operation of the standby gas treatment system
from that described in the SAR was in violation of 10 CFR 50.59(b).
The corrective action included the return of the system to operation in accordance with the SAR description and starting an
evaluation of the desired changes to the system in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.59(b).
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6.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, the

replacece~t

of the isolation condenser valve 1301-1, 25 amp breaker with
a 30 amp breaker violated Q.A. Procedure Q.C.P. 3.51.1 in

,.

that the work request did not authorize an increase in breaker
amperage and the Quality Control Action was not aware such
modification had been carried

out~

The corrective action in-

eluded the replacement of the 30 amp breaker with a 25 amp
~reaker

and revisions to the procedures for handling safety

related maintenance and modifications which strongly emphasize
quality control.
7.

The lack of a post maintenance testing procedure, in violation
of Q.A. Procedure Q.P. 3-52 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, resulted in failures of HPCI valves 2301-36 and
48 because the breaker seal-in contacts had been left disconnected, and the failure of shutdown cooling valve 1001-2B
because the auxiliary contacts had been installed cocked.

The

correcti.ve action included modification of the valve operab.ility
checks to include the seal-in circuit.
8.

The licensee failed to report, as required by Technical
Specification 6.6.B.l, a violation of LCO 3.7.A.2 when shutdown cooling system isolation valve 1001-2B failed to close.
Corrective action included informing all station department
heads of the interpretation of reporting requirements specified in a letter from D. Knuth to T. Ayers dated April 8, 1974.

9.

Two CE Company employees apparently received doses greater
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...

than 3 rems during the fourth quarter of calendar year 1973
'

in violation of 10 CFR 20.lOl(b).

.

An evaluation of these

exposures indicated anomalous data reported by the film

;

processor, but being unable to prove this, the licensee recorded the apparent overexposures in the employees records.
10.

Supplemental envionmental measurements were not performed, in
violation of Technical Specifications 4.8.E, when .the airborne
effluents exceeded 1/3 of the limits of Technical Specification
3.8.A.2.C in April, May and June 1972 and January and November
1973.

Corrective action included developing a procedure which

defines appropriate action if effluent exceed 1/3 of the
Technical Specification limit.

In addition, the licensee plans

to submit a Technical Specification change request to delete
this sampling requirement.
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X

Admi.nistration and Organization
A.

Supervision and Staffing of Plant Operations
The basic organization structure for the plant is shown by Figure 1.
The plant staff is being maintained in accordance with Technical
Specifications.

Many personnel changes have occurred since unit 2

startup due primarily to staffing requirements of an expanding
nuclear commitment, increasing requirements of a three unit plant,
and to normal attrition.

Consequently the depth of experience of

management and of the technical staff which has been continually
changing has been deemed marginal.

To a large degree the enforcement

history reflects this lack of depth.
As noted below the rate of violations for all three units under
the same management has doubled in the last four years.

The rate

has not shown any tendency to decrease during the last six months.
Many of the violations are repeats caused by new personnel or lack
of effective management controls.
Violations by Category and Calendar Year
Unit 1

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

Tota

Operator Error
Q.A. Program Deficiency
Surveillance Program Deficiency
Management Administration
Deficiency
Procedure Deficiency

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
0

0
9
0
3

2
1
2
6

0
2
1
4

3
12
5
14

.0

0

0

0

1

1

Total

3

1

12

11

8

35

*

Covers first half of 1974 but does not include Management Inspection
conducted in June.
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Units· 2 and 3

1970

Total

1972

1973

*1974

Total

3
0
2
6

6
2
7
12

3
4
3
1

3
9
9
15

4
4
6
6

19
19
27
40

2

0

0

2

1

5

13

27

11

38

21

110

Operator Error
Q. A. Program Deficiency
Surveillance Program Deficiency
Management Administration
Deficiency
Procedure Deficiency
:

1971

Plant management response to inspection findings has not been fully
effective in preventing similar violations or occurrences and in
meeting commitments made to the AEC.

Recently new positions have

been added in the form of an Administrative Assistant to the
Station Superintendent and two staff assistants to the Maintenance
$ngineer to assist in management and maintenance activities.

An

inspection conducted in June 1974, determined that many administrative
.and QA related changes, recently initiated, were in the process of
being implemented.

A reinspection of this area is planned for

December 1974.
B.

Training
An operator training and retraining program is being conducted consistent
with the licensee~ commitments and regulatory requirements.

C.

Corporate Management
Commonwealth Edison Company corporate officers have been generally
responsive to AEC policies and inspection findings, but their
responsiveness has not been to a depth to correct basic problems.
In many

instance~

system as well as management problems have been

handled as isolated cases.

Resolutions have not been prompt in
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several cases, i.e., radwaste problems, limitorque valves failures,
procedure improvements, and crowded plant office facilities.

As

noted.in "A" above a reinspection of the plant's corrective action to
these matters is planned for December 1974.

D.

Procedures
In a letter to the Directorate of Licensing dated March 1, 1973,
Commonwealth Edison expressed a commitment to (1) compare Dresden 2/3
procedures with Appendix A of Safety Guide 33 (now Regulatory Guide
1.33) and prepare by March 1, 1974, new procedures as required to
satisfy the requirements of Safety Guide 33; and (2) to compare Dresden
2/3 procedures to the requirements, recommendations, and guidelines of
ANS 3.2 (now ANSI Nl8.7) and ANSI N45.2 and revise them to provide
conformance, to be 50% completed by March 1, 1974, and fully completed
by March 1, 1975.

An inspection conducted in February and March 1974

found that the last eight procedures required by Regulatory Guide 1.33
were in draft form and that approximately one-half of the revisions and/or
new procedures required to satisfy the requirements of ANSI Nl8.7 had
been written.

A subsequent letter from Commonwealth Edison to licensing,

dated July 15, 1974, stated that completion of the latter commitment
.would have to be extended to March 1, 1976.

The licensee has made no

commitment to implement the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.33 (and
ANSI Nl8.7) related to areas other than those described above (for
example, to provide a program for periodic review of operating procedures
as defined in paragraph 5.4 of ANSI Nl8.7).

RO:III will contine to

inspect against the licensee commitments and regulatory requ1rements
of procedural adherence.
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XI

Quality Assurance

As of early August 1974 completion of Licensing review of the-licensee's
Quality Assurance Program was pending receipt of additional information
from Commonwealth Edison as requested by a letter from the -Directorate
of Licensing dated May 23, 1974.
Implementation of the Quality

As~urance

Program at the Dresden Station

has been reviewed during recent inspections, particularly during a management
inspection conducted in June 1974.

Our inspection findings show

implementation of the program still to be in progress.

The following

particulars were noted:
a.

The need exists for a comprehensive training program to familiarize
the staff of the program and the procedures which must be followed
in its implementation.

b.

Clarification of some implementing procedures is required to eliminate
conflicts and uncertainty related to applicability.

c.

More thorough investigation and evaluation of operating problems
is required to reduce the frequency of recurrent failures.

d.

Overall, the inspectors found that a more quality-conscious
attitude on the part of individual staff members would be necessary
to provide effective implementation of the program.
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XII

Physical Security
The licensee submitted a proposed security plan which was approved
by Licen. sing on June 14, 1974.

for meeting each connnitment.

The approved plan includes a schedule
An inspection of the approved plan

was conducted September 18-20, 1974.

The inspection identified ten

violations of security plan commitments and one program weakness.

/
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TABLE I
CHRONOLOGY OF OPERATION
Date

Event

12/22/69

Unit 2 licensed to operate.

1/7 /70

Initial criticality.

3/24/70

Commenced heatup with nuclear heat.

4/13/70

First synchronization with electrical grid.

4/16/70

Power increased to 10%.

4/22/70

Power increased to 25%.

4/29/70

Power increased to 50%.

5/13/70

Power increased to 75%.

6/5/70 to
8/11/70

A spurious turbine control system signal resulted in

9/18/70

Began power increase to 100%.

12/7/70 to
12/27/70

Outage due to internal failure of main power transformer.

12/28/70

Primary containment inerted with nitrogen for the first
time.

2/26/71 to
5/29/71

First refueling outage - 215 fuel assemblies replaced.

2/19/72 to
5/10/72

Second refueling outage - 509 fuel assemblies replaced.

6/9/72

100 Hour Run and Startup Test Program completed.

9/7/72 to
9/20/72

Shutdown to make temporary repairs of main steam line
flow restrictions.

10/13/72 to
11/6/72

The Dresden cooling lake dike ruptured. Outage included
replacement of main steam line flow restrictions.

11/25/72

Dike repairs completed .

Fuel loading commenced.

turbine trip and reactor scram, subsequent action
caused safety valves to lift and pressurized primary
containment. 29 fuel as.semblies replaced during a
partial refueling.

..

- 2 Date

Event

2/19/73

During startup of the unit, three control rod drives
gave indication of being uncoupled. The drives were
recoupled.

3/27 /73

During outage a hydrogen explosion took place in a
temporary filter which was being used to purge the Unit
02 off-gas piping. Two workmen received minor injuries
with no contamination.

8/2/73 to
8/13/73

Outage to inspect piping shock suppressors.
of thirty-one were found inoperable.·

3/14/74

Control Rod Drive B-11 was determined to be unlatched.
Drive was fully inserted and electrically disarmed.

6/15/74

Control Rod Drive L-9 was determined to be unlatched •.
Three attempts to relatch failed. Drive fully inserted
and disarmed.

Twenty-eight

f'."'-·

'

~-·

•
TABLE II

Reactor Scrams Occurring with Core Critical
Date

' Reason for Scram

3/1/70

Spurious trip of l.R.M. .No. 11

3/2/70

Spurious trip of l.R.M. No. 11

3/2/70

Spurious trip of I.R.M. No. 11

3/24/70

I. R. M. · trips due to cold water addition when an idle
recirculation pump was started.

4/6/70

During a shutdown by insertion of control rods the
cooldown rate was sufficient to add enough reactivity
to cause a scram from I.R.M. trips.

4/10/70

Manual scram following a turbine roll to allow breaking
of condenser vacuum.

4/11/70

Manual scram - Group 4 Channel "B" scram solenoids
failed to reset following a surveillance test. A test
of Channel "A" resulted in the scramming of all Group 4
control rods. The remainder of the control rods were
then inserted by the manual scram.

4/12/70

Reactor pressure above 600 psi before 23 inches of
vacuum was established.

4/14/70

Manual scram following a turbine trip to allow breaking
of condenser v;:icuum.

4/16/70

APRM Hi flux due to test engineer accidentally causing
reactor feed pump runout while installing test equipment.

4/18/70

An anticipated scram while conducting the loss of power
test at 10 percent load.

4/20/70

Manual scram to allow a test of the HPCI system.

4/27 /70

MSIV closure due to high steam flow caused by test
engineer accidentally introducing a signal into the
pressure regulator.

5/8/70

Turbine trip from high water level and low vacuum.

5/14/70

Manual scram to minimize level transient when both
operating reactor feed pumps tripped on low suction
pressure caused by high condensate demin differential
pressure.

- 2 Date

Reason for Scram

5/19/70

MSIV closure due to high steam flow during isolation
valve testing at 75 percent power.

5/21/70

Stop valve closure due to test engineer accidentally
causing an erroneous level input to the feedwater
control system.

5/23/70

Turbine stop valve closure due to sensor failure causing
the turbine to trip, with load above 45 percent.

5/26/70

Low water level due to loss of the essential service
MG set causing a loss of the feedwater control system.

5/28/70

Stop valve closure due to level increase while transferring feedwater control from auto to manual.

6/1/70

Closure of the stop valves due to test engineer installing
test equipment.

6/2/70

Turbine stop valve closure while conducting startup
testing.

6/3/70

An anticipated scram from main steam isolation valve
closure while conducting startup testing.

6/5/70

Turbine stop valve closure due to a spurious turbine
control system signal which resulted in bypass valves
opening and a turbine trip.

8/4/70

Spurious trip on IRM Channel No. 16.

8/7 /70

IRM Channels 11, 12 and 16 trip on Hi-Hi.

8/28/70

Stop valve closure when the turbine tripped due to high
water level caused by feedwater control valve stuck open.

9/11/70

Stop valve closure when an Instrument Mechanic introduced
a faulty signal to the vessel level controller.

9/12/70

Low condenser vacuum.

9/29/70

Turbine stop valve closure test.

10/10/70

Stop valve closure due to turbine trip on Moisture
Separator tank high level.

10/13/70

Turbine trip as part of Startup Testing.

12/7/70

Stop valve closure due to main transformer failure.

r

- 3 Date

Reason for Scram

1/10/71

IRM high high signal due to a spike in feedwater flow
while placing a feedwater regulating valve in manual.

1/22/71

Spurious high water level signal in moisture separator.

1/29/71

Turbine trip initiated as required by startup testing.

2/13/71

Incorrect setting of 600 psig interlock setting.

2/26/71

The turbine generator was tripped by manually opening
the generator oil cooled breaker, thus initiating a
generator trip and loss of auxiliary power test in
accordance with startup testing. The. reactor scraUillled
on generator load mismatch.

6/7 /71

Stop valve closure due to turbine trip caused by a
spurious "turbine moisture separator high water level"
signal.

6/14/71

Stop valve closure due to turbine trip caused by moisture
separator tank "C" high level.

6/14/71

Low condenser vacuum at reactor pressure of 600 psig.,

7/2/71

APRM high flux due to control valve closure caused by a
ground during the investigation of oscillations in
No. 2 turbine control valve.

7/13/71

Main steam isolation valve closure due to loss of air
when the backup air supply was inadvertently isolated.

7 /14/71

Stop valve closure due to moisture separator drain
tank high level. The high level trip occurred while
resetting the moisture separator normal drain valves to
the high pressure heaters.

7/19/71

Turbine stop valve closure following a turbine trip which
was caused by a spurious reactor high water level signal.

7 /20/71

APRM Hi Hi signal following a transient initiated by a
partial scram.

T/25/71

Loss of "2B" reactor protection motor generator set when
Bus 29 was accidentally tripped.

5/10/72

IRM Hi Hi signal when trouble shooting EHC system opened
and closed bypass valves.

r-·'

..
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Date

Reason For Scram

5/18/72

Turbine trip from 75 percent power.

5/23/72

Group I isolation resulting from maintenance trouble shooting.

6/16/72

Spurious turbine trip.

6/22/72

Low EHC oil pressure sensors at .the turbine control
valves caused the "load reject" relays to operate during
turbine.surveillance.

6/25/72

MSIV closure due to steam leak in X-area.

6/26/72

Group I isolation due to broken fitting on test pilot
valve operator causing lB MSIV to close.

8/6/72

Low EHC oil pressure caused a load reject scram.

8/17 /72

APRM high flux caused by pressure spike generated when
turbine valves closed rapidly.

8/20/72

High High moisture separator water level trip due to
bare wire giving a ground and a turbine trip.

11/27/72

Manual scram initiated because rods· drifted in due to
loss of instrument air.

12/2/72

Spurious generator trip on loss of field voltage.

12/31/72

High IRM flux.

1/18/73

Low reactor water level due to feedwater regulating
valve problems.

2/19/73

Low reactor water level due to feedwater regulating .
valve problems.

4/30/73

Premature switching from "startup" to "run" mode caused
a Group I isolation.

9/29/73

APRM Hi Hi trip due to 2B recirculating pump flow spike.

10/19/73

MSIV closure due to drywell pneumatic supply valve closed
erroneously.

11/14/73

Low reactor water level due to failure to open a feedwater regulating valve in violation of station procedures.

11/27 /73

Low reactor water level due to loss of power to reactor
feedwater pump trip.

---~-

'•

(Startup Testing)

\.

\WI

5 Reason For Scram

Date
i

3/16/74

Spurious high-high moisture separator level caused a turbine
trip.

6/8/74

The turbine tripped when breaking vacuum while the unit.was
being shut down.

through June 30, 1974

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF REGULATORY INSPECTIONS fl_
Report No. an·d
Inspection Date

Activities Reviewed

237 /70-1
January 13 & 14, 1970

Completion of construction items and
supplemental testing.

237 /70-2
December 22 & 24, 1969
January 2, 7, 15, 26 & 28, 1970

The startup testing program and procedures,
·and the initial criticality.

237 /70-3
February 9, 11, 13, 20 & 27, 1970

The separation of electrical circuits
and the disposition of the inner screen
in the control rod drives.

237/70-4
March 5 & 6, 1970

Health Physics procedures and surveillance.

237 /70-5
February 9, 13 & 27, 1970
March 11, 18 & 20, 1970

Completion of open vessel testing, the
standby gas treatment, and steam leak
detection system installation and
testing.

237/70-6
April 3, 14 & 17, 1970
May 1, 5, 7 & 11, 1970

The hot functional and power ascension
testing program.

237/70-7
May 20 & 28, 1970
June 2, 1970
July 7, 13 & 14, 1970

The results of startup testing from
hot functionals to 75% power, and control
rod drive testing.

237/70-8
June 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 16
23 & 25, 1970

Investigation of events before and after
safety valve actuation on June 5 and
failure of neutron instrumentation.

237/70-9
July 15, 20, 24, 28 & 30, 1970
August 5, 1970

Inspection of RPV sensitized safe ends,
procedure revisions, and shutdown work.

237/70-10
September 10, 1970

Management meeting on Dresden 2 operations.

2_37 /70-11
September 4, 24, 25 & 30, 1970
October 21, 28 & 29, 1970

The operations and startup testing
since restart following June 5 incident.

/1

Since January 1, 1970

- 2 Report No. and
InsP.ection Date

Activities Reviewed

237/70-12
November 3, 4, & 12, 1970
December 16 & 17, 1970

The corrective action for problems; on
valves in main steam system, diesel
generator starting, loss of main transformer.
The liquid waste system and procedures.

237/70-13
December 1· & 17, 1970 .

The additional measures taken to assure
·fuel quality.

237 /71-1
January 19, 1971
February 2, 3, 8, 17,
19 & 24, 1971
March 3, 1971

Surveillance tests and results, stack
plateout investigation, electrical
control circuit review.

237/71-2
January 19-21, 1971
March 17-18, 1971

Management controls, administrative
procedures and QA program establishment.

237 /71-3
March 24, 1971
April 1, 2 & 5, 1971

Refueling operations, startup testing
and system operational problems.

237/71-4
May 12-14 & 19, 1971

The work and testing performed during
outage.

237/71-5
April 21, 1971

Management meeting to report finding
of management inspection, report No.
237/71-2.

237 /71-6
June 23-25, 1971

Management of the facility radwaste systems.

237/71-7
July 28-30, 1971

Results of flux tilt tests, scram
circuitry and surveillance testing.

237 /71-8
September 22-24, 1971
October 7, 1971

The installation of circuitry for Group I
isolation on high water level in RPV.
Completion of outstanding inspection
items. The vibration due to operating
shutdown cooling valves.

2.37 /71-9
December 9, 13-17, 1971

Station management changes, CRD
surveillance requirements, results of
stack plateout investigation.

- 3 Report No. and
Inspection Date

Activities Revised

237/72-1
March 20-23 & 30, 1972

Refueling activities, facility operating
procedures, radiological assistance program.

237/72-2
May 8-12, & 15-17, 1972

The radioactive waste system performance,
planned test program, main steam line
flow restrictor design and fabrication •
Main steam line flow restrictor
modifications.

. 237 /72-3
September 14 & 18, 1972
237/72-4
October 3-6 & 10, 1972

Surveillance tests, switch drift, torus
inspection facility procedures, reactor·
coolant leak detection methods.

237/72~5

Cooling lake dike failure and repair.

October 13 & 26, 1972
237/72-6
November 2, 3 & 16, 1972

Special Nuclear Material control.

237/72-7
November 1 & 2, 1972

Installation of-main steam line flow
restrictors.

237/73-01
February 7-9, 13-16 & 21, 1973

Administrative and operational controls,
surveillance testing, operational problems,
facility procedures, systems performance.

237 /73-2
March 28-29, 1973

Hydrogen explosion in off-gas line on
March 27, 1973, and repair of same.

237 /73-3
June 14, 15, 18-20-22

Surveillance testing, operational problems,
systems performance, administrative
controls or commitments.

~

25, 1973

237/73-04
September 25-27, 1973

Appraisal of the implementation and the
effectiveness of the Q/A control for
procurement of nuclear fuel.

237 /73-05
October 1-5, 11, 12 & 17, 1973

Administrative control on licensee commitments,
surveillance testing and systems performance
with particular emphasis in nuclear
instrumentation, operational problems
particularly limitorque valves problems
and seismic restraints.
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Report No. and
Inspection Date

Activities Reviewed

237 /73-06
November 13-16, 1973

The Dresden Station Emergency Plan.

237 /74-01
March 5, 6 and 11, 1974

·Followup inspection on implementation of
Q/A controls for procurement of nuclear
fuel.

237/74-02
February .20, 28, 1974
March 1-12, 18 and 19, 1974

Organization changes, administrative
controls, facility procedures, surveillance
testing, systems performance, operational
problems.

237 /74-03
March 5-8, 12-14, 1974

Operational Radiological Protection
organization, training, procedures, records
and. equipment.

237 /74-04
April 1 and 19, 1974

Radiation protection practices about which
allegations had been received by the AEC
by letter dated March 6, 1974.

237 /74-05
June 10-14, 25, and 26, 1974

Ma~agement

237/74-06
·May 6, 8, 10 and 15, 1974

controls, administrative
procedures and QA program effectiveness.

·Environmental Monitoring

TABLE IV
RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES

A.

Liquid(!)
Dilution Volume
(Liters)

Gross
ActivitI( 2 )(Ci)

15

31

17

38

12

15

26

12
1.5 x 10

17

26

13

8.7 x 10

1971

23

1.3 x 1012 .

1972

22

1.4 x 10

1973

26

B.

--

11

1970

(1)

Combine release of Units 2 and 3

(2)

Less tritium

(3)

1 x 10

-7

..

uCi/ml

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES
Noble
Gases (Ci) ( 1 )

-·-·

Tritium
(Ci)

3
% of Limit( )

% Of Limit

Iodine Plus
Particulate (Ci)

% Limit

Tritium
(Ci)

1970

250,000

1

2

4

4

1971

600,000

2

9

9

10

1972

400,000

2

6

7

30

1973

800,000

3

9

10

10

(1)

Combined stack release of Units 2 and 3 beginning 1971.
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. TABLE IV
RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES
. A.

'

··:.

Liquid

Dilution Volume
(Liters)

Gross
( 2),
ActivitI
(Ci)

Tritium
(Ci)

3
% of Limit( )

1970

13

8.7 x 10

11

15

31

1971

23

12
1.3 x 10

17

38

1972

22

1.4 x 10

12

15

26

1973

26

12
i.5 x 10

17

26

(1) . Combine release of Units 2 and 3
(2)

Less tritium

·(3)

1 x 10-7 uCi/ml

-

B.

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES
Noble
Gases (Ci) ( 1 )

e.

% Of Limit

Iodine .Plus·
Particulate (Ci)

% Limit

Tritium
(Ci)

1970

.250,000

1

2

4

4

1971

600,000

2

9

9

10

1972

400,000

2

6-

7

30

1973

800,000 .

3

9

10

10

(1)

Combined stack release of Units 2 and 3 beginning 1971.
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